Welcome from the local organisers...

Dear participants

Welcome to the fourth European Conference on Politics and Gender! We are very honoured and happy to be hosting this exciting event. Gender and Politics is a prioritised and strong research area in the Department of Government at Uppsala University. We are therefore proud to be able to highlight it by hosting such a large number of scholars, panels, and papers that represent the very best work in the field of gender and politics. We will do our utmost to make this conference a memorable and intellectually stimulating occasion for all. We also hope you will participate in the social activities to strengthen existing networks and reunite with old friends – as well as to develop new networks and meet new people. Our thanks to the Convenors, as well as to our own coordinator Pernilla Tunberger, for their hard work and cooperation. Have a stimulating meeting, and enjoy the old university town of Uppsala in summertime!

Helena Wockelberg
Head of Department of Government, Uppsala University

Assistant Professor Elin Bjarnegård’s research focuses in particular on gender; including the impact of parties, electorate, and networks on political recruitment, the role of informal institutions in politics, the explicit gendering of men and masculinities, gender equality policies, and attitudes to and dynamics of violence during conflict. She has published articles in many journals, and her book Gender, Informal Institutions and Political Recruitment was published by Palgrave in 2013.

The research of Assistant Professor Pär Zetterberg focuses on political recruitment and representation in a comparative perspective, mainly in Latin American countries. He is interested in the adoption of gender equality policies and, in particular, he examines the long-term possibilities for electoral gender quotas to break gender inequalities. He also conducts research into the ways educational institutions influence the development of young people’s political beliefs, attitudes and behaviour.

Isabelle Engeli is Associate Professor at the Graduate School of Public and International Affairs, University of Ottawa. Her research specialises in comparative policy agendas, human biotechnology regulatory regimes, and the politics of gendering policy attention and action. She was co-recipient in 2012 of the Best Comparative Policy Paper Award from APSA Public Policy Section and the 2011 Carrie Chapman Catt Prize. Isabelle is taking up a Readership at the University of Bath in July 2015.

Liza Mügge is Assistant Professor in Gender & Ethnicity in the Department of Government at Uppsala University. She has published articles in many journals and her book Gender, Informal Institutions and Political Recruitment was published by Palgrave in 2013.

Elizabeth Evans is a Lecturer in Politics at the University of Bristol, where she teaches courses on UK and US politics and where she has been involved in the establishment of the new gender research centre. Her research interests include gender and political representation, feminist activism and theory, and political parties and elections. Currently she is Associate Treasurer of the UK PSA’s Women and Public Policy group, Liz's second book, The Politics of Third Wave Feminism, has just been published by Palgrave.

Standing Group

Created in 1985, the Gender and Politics Group has over 750 members from all over the world.

The Group is a broad-based network of people interested in issues relating to the study of gender and sexuality in politics and world politics. It encourages workshops, panels and research groups with an emphasis on gender and seeks to increase the profile of women in political science.

Over the past twenty years, research conducted in this field has expanded significantly and the number of gender and politics scholars participating in the ECPR Joint Sessions and General Conferences has increased exponentially. In 2007, the Group decided to arrange a conference dedicated to this exciting field of research. The first European Conference on Politics and Gender (ECPG) was held in Belfast on 13 – 15 January 2009, and was an enormous success: more than 300 scholars converged for three days of panels, plenaries and socialising.

The aim at that time was to turn the new conference into a biennial international conference on gender and politics, and the Group’s second conference was held in Budapest, 13 – 15 January 2011, with an even bigger number of participants in attendance. The third ECPG Conference took place at the University Pompeu Fabra Barcelona, 21 – 23 March 2013. A tremendous success, the conference featured 100 panels with more than 500 papers.

In 2013, the Standing Group created a Geneva-based charity to manage the ECPG conferences.

The city of Uppsala

Sweden’s fourth-largest city, with a population of 200,000, Uppsala retains its small-town charm while offering a big city’s selection of cultural treasures, shops and restaurants.

Today, Uppsala is a dynamic industrial and commercial city. Only 30 minutes to Stockholm-Arlanda international airport and 40 minutes to Stockholm, Uppsala has become an attractive conference location.

Among Uppsala’s most famous historical attractions are its cathedral, the largest in Scandinavia; Botaniska trädgården, one of Sweden’s oldest botanical gardens; Theatrum Anatomicum in Gustavianum, a unique anatomical theatre built in the 1600s; the Linnaeus Garden; and Uppsala Castle, which dates from the mid 1500s.

Uppsala Castle

Uppsala is characterised by diversity and breadth, with international frontline research at nine faculties and limitless educational offerings at undergraduate and master levels. The education pursued here benefits society and business on a global level.

Department of Government

Researching and educating students for nearly 400 years, the Department offers a thriving and internationally successful research environment. With 60 faculty members and 40 PhD students, it is recognised as one of the leading political science departments in the Nordic countries. Each year, the Department awards the prestigious Johan Skytte Prize in Political Science to an outstanding international scholar in the discipline.

The faculty covers all major fields of political science, with an objective to analyse the conditions for political power and the prerequisites for well-functioning democratic institutions.

Members are frequently turned to by the media for expert analysis, asked to serve in public commissions, and engage in wider society in a variety of ways. Many graduates have gone on to have successful careers in leading public and private sector positions.

The Department is situated around the historic Skytteanum building in the heart of the city, part of Uppsala University’s Gamla torget or ‘Old Square’ Campus.

Gender and Politics Community

Research about gender and politics has grown strong and influential at the Department of Government in the past decade. It is now one of the largest and most vibrant subfields, involving around 15 researchers and doctoral students.

The gender and politics community has been successful in receiving grants and in publishing its work, and was picked as one of the most promising areas of research in a large evaluation of the Department.

Research centres around issues of gendered representation and public policy, with an empirical focus ranging from case studies of Sweden to global comparisons.
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Practical information

Local organisers
Christina Bergqvist
Elin Bjarnegård
Pär Zetterberg
Pernilla Tunberger
Asa Viksten

Local support team
Karín Borevi
Josefina Eriksson
Målin Holm
Cecilia Josefsson
Hanne Martinek
Johanna Nilsson
Jorge Ojeda
Michal Smrek
Suruchi Thapar-Björkert

Local currency
The Swedish monetary unit is the Swedish krona (SEK), which divides into 100 öre. There are several exchange offices and cash dispensers in Uppsala. To see current exchange offices and cash into 100 öre. There are several Swedish krona (SEK), which divides.

Electricity
Voltage used is 220/230V.

Transport
Uppsala’s compact centre makes it easy to get around on foot – and you’re also within walking distance of pristine nature.

In this bicycle-friendly town, there are more bikes than inhabitants. Why not rent a bike and head out on the manicured bike paths?

To download a bike map, go to bicit.ly/1F9z7hn and click on ‘Cykelkarta Uppsala tärtor’. Alternatively you can get a map from Uppsala Tourist Centre. Call +46 18-10 50 40, email info@skitotal.se or stop by in person at Dragarbrunngatan 46A.

It’s easy to get around Uppsala by bus; see Uplands Lokaltrafik at www.ul.se or Trafik i Mälardalen at www.timinfo.se.

Banks and cashpoints
Gamla Torget 3 ATM only, next to Department of Government building
Drottningsgatan 3 Between University main building and Norrlands Nation
Östra Ängatan 31 Across the stream from Norrlands nation
Stora Torget Main town square

Shops and places to eat
You’ll find these on the streets around the University main building and campus. The main shopping area is around the main town square, Stora torget, and in the shopping centres Sankt Pet, on the corner of St Perigatan and Svarthögsgatan; and Forumgallerian, on Smedsgränd.

There’s lots more information about interesting things to do and places to eat, plus downloadable maps, at the tourism portal Destination Uppsala www.destinationuppsala.se.

If you’d prefer to take a taxi, go to Uppsala Taxi www.uppsalataxi.se Taxi 020 www.taxi020.se or Taxi Kurir www.taxikurir.se

Emergency
For police, fire service or ambulance, dial 112 – this works even from mobile phones. To contact police in a non-emergency situation, dial 11414.

Post office
Dragarbrunngatan 50, inside Svava shopping centre.

Schedule of activities

Thursday 11 June
09:00 – 17:00 Arrival and registration University main building, lobby / hallway
09:00 – 09:30 APSA-sponsored breakfast University main building, first-floor hall
09:30 – 12:30 Young Scholars Programme Career development sessions University main building, Room VIII
13:00 – 14:45 Panel Session 1
15:00 – 16:45 Panel Session 2
17:00 – 17:15 Opening of the plenary session by the academic convenors, Aula Magna
17:15 – 18:00 Prize ceremony Aula Magna
18:00 – 19:00 Plenary lecture Aula Magna
19:00 – 20:30 ECPG plenary reception University main building, lobby / hallway

Friday 12 June
08:30 – 18:00 Registration University main building, lobby / hallway
09:00 – 10:45 Panel Session 3
11:00 – 12:45 Panel Session 4
12:45 – 14:15 LUNCH
13:00 – 14:00 Business luncheons, sponsored by the journal Politics, Groups and Identities Gamla torget
14:15 – 16:00 Panel Session 5
16:00 – 16:45 Coffee break, sponsored by Palgrave’s Gender & Politics book series University main building, lobby / hallway
16:45 – 18:30 Panel Session 6
19:30 – 22:30 Conference Dinner Norrlands Nation, Västra Ängatan 14, Uppsala

Saturday 13 June
08:30 – 12:00 Registration University main building, lobby / hallway
09:00 – 10:45 Panel Session 7
11:00 – 12:45 Panel Session 8
12:45 – 14:15 LUNCH
13:00 – 14:00 Young Scholars’ Programme Speed mentoring sessions, Gamla torget, Room Svedelius
14:15 – 15:45 ECPG Roundtable Room IX
16:00 – 17:45 Panel Session 9
17:45 Close of academic programme
Plenary lecture

Feminism and Political Science

Pioneering feminist political scientist Joni Lovenduski is Anniversary Professor of Politics at Birkbeck College, University of London. A Fellow of the British Academy and Academician of the Academy of Social Sciences, she chairs the board of Political Quarterly and is a board member of several other journals. In 2009 she won this Standing Group's Gender and Politics Career Achievement Award.

Joni's two main research interests are political representation and how it affects the quality of democracy, and UK and EU equality policy. She is also interested in political recruitment and candidate selection; sex equality policy; equality machinery; gendering public policy; and gendered ceremony and ritual in parliament.

Published work includes Frontrunning Politics (2005), State Feminism and Political Representation (2005), The Harvard Report on Women at the Top (2005, with Sarah Childs and Rosie Campbell); Gender and Political Participation (2004, with Pippa Norris & Rosie Campbell); and Women and European Politics (1986).

Roundtable

Europe is Burning – and we are Talking about Intersectionality!

Sponsored by the Routledge Series on Gender and Comparative Politics, edited by Karen Celis & Isabelle Engeli

This roundtable will discuss the major political and societal transformations taking place in Europe today. Themes range from the Ukrainian crisis to the economic, financial and political crises in the EU and its member states. The panel will also analyse the political responses to these crises in the form of the rise of the populist right and of conservatism across Europe, as well as counter-reactions to these phenomena.

We ask the provocative question about intersectionality to explore whether feminism as a form of activism, and feminist scholarship, are detached from what is going on in the real world or strongly engaged with it and providing answers and solutions to the crisis. We'll also address questions about the oppositional forces to feminist engagements.

Featured panels

P088
Symbolic Representation: Methodological and Empirical Challenges

Deeds and Words: Gendering Politics after Joni Lovenduski

Chair: Emanuela Lombardo

University Complutense de Madrid

Papers

Aesthetics of and Politics: The Symbolic in Parliament

Shirin Rai University of Warwick

Capturing in Words what a Symbol Symbolizes? Challenges for Studying Symbolic Representation from a Discursive Approach

Petra Meier University of Antwerp

Emanuela Lombardo

Universidad Complutense de Madrid

Symbolic Representation and Citizenship: Political Attitudes: A Reflection on Alternative Methodological Approaches

Tania Verge

Univeritats Pompeu Fabra

Ana Espiritu-Santo

Centro de Investigación y Estudios de Sociología – (CIES-IUL)

What do Women Symbolise? Symbolic Representation in Cabinet Appointments

Susan Franceschet

University of Calgary

P008
ROUNDTABLE

Deeds and Words: Gendering Politics after Joni Lovenduski

15:00 – 16:45, Thursday 11 June

University Building, Room X

Chair: Rosie Campbell

Birkbeck, University of London

Discussant: Sarah Childs

University of Bristol

Speakers

Karen Celis

Vrije University Brussel

Drude Dahlerup

Stockholm University

Meryl Kenny

University of Leicester

Joni Lovenduski

Birkbeck, University of London

Amy Mazur

Sciences Po Paris

P074
ROUNDTABLE Methods for Researching Gendered Institutions

Where Are We Now? Where Next?

09:00 – 10:45, Friday 12 June

Gamla torget, Room 475

Chair: Barbara Gaweda

University of Edinburgh

Discussant: Georgina Waylen

University of Manchester

Speakers

Peter Allen

Queen Mary, University of London

Elin Bjarnegård

University of Northumbria

Jana Javornik

University of Manchester

Rosalind Cavaghan

University of New South Wales

Discusses: Elin Bjarnegård

University of Northumbria

Co-chair: Louise Chappell

University of New South Wales
Discussants
Eline Severs
Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Anne Phillips
London School of Economics & Political Science
Papers
Deliberation and Group Representation: Still a Toady Relationship?
Silvia Erzeel
Université catholique de Louvain
Didier Cahuwaerts
Vrije Universiteit Brussel
International Institutions: Representing Women and Ethnic Minorities in the UK Labour Party
Mona Lena Krook
Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey
Mary Nugent
Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey
The Politics of Non-Presence
Suzanne Dowi
University of Arizona
Too Much Pressure Men’s Interests and Male Internationality
Rainbow Murray
Queen Mary, University of London
What Happened to Multiculturalism Without Culture?
Sawitri Saharo
Universiteit Twente
P065
Political Science
going Trans* / Trans* Studies Challenging Political Science
11:00 – 12:45, Friday 12 June
University Building, Room I
Chair
Janneke van der Ros
Lillehammer University College
Co-chair
Kathy Teghtsoonian
University of Victoria
Discussant
Johanna Kantola
University of Helsinki
Papers
Affective Governmentality – A Feminist Perspective
Burig Sauer
University of Vienna
Dialogue or Disconnect? Feminist Analysis, Governmentality and Critical Policy Studies
Malin Rönnblom
Karlstad University
Implementing Gender Mainstreaming in EU Policy: An Insider’s View
Agnès Hubert
Sciences Po Paris
Maping Gender Mainstreaming in Social and Political Sciences
Maria Stratigaki
Panteion University
Implementing Gender Mainstreaming in EU Policy: An Outsider’s View
Ov Cristian Norocel
National Defense University
P096
The Role of Femocrats and Public Administration in Shaping Gender Mainstreaming Policy
16:45 – 18:30, Friday 12 June
Gamla torget, Brusewitz
Chair
Gun Hedlund
University of Örebro
Discussant
Silvia Erzeel
Université catholique de Louvain
Papers
Anti-immigration Policies and Migrant Care Labour in the Northern League (Italy)
Francesca Scrizzi
University of Glasgow
Female Charismatic Leaders for Mainstreaming?: A Comparative Case Study of Popular Right-wing Party Leaders Pia Kjærsgaard, Marine Le Pen and Sir Jensen
Sus Meret
Aalborg Universitet
Gendering the P in PRR: Explaining the Persistent Sex Gap in Voting Popular Right
Niels Spierings
Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen
Co-chair
Andrez Zaslo
Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen
Taking the Fidheok Baeck: Welfare Chauvinism in Sweden from an International Perspective
Ov Cristian Norocel
University of Innsbruck
Women and the Right
University of Helsinki
Eva Alfama
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Implementing Gender Mainstreaming in Civil Administration
Reene Andresson
University of Örebro
P06
Still Men’s Parties? Gender and the (Radical) Right in Comparative Perspective
16:45 – 17:45, Saturday 13 June
Gamla torget, Brusewitz
Chair
Niels Spierings
Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen
Discussant
Silvia Erzeel
Université catholique de Louvain
Papers
Comparing the Governance Model of Gender Mainstreaming in Sweden and Taiwan
Szu-Ling Hwang
National Defense Medical Center, Taiwan
Lenita Freidenval
Stockholm University
Getting the Institutions Right for Gender
Diana Hoogland Madsen
Aalborg Universitet
Implementing Gender Mainstreaming in Sweden and Taiwan: A Comparative Study
Agnès Hubert
Sciences Po Paris
Comparing the Governance Model of Gender Mainstreaming
Maria Stratigaki
Panteion University
Gender Mainstreaming in Shaping Gender Mainstreaming Policy
Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen
Discussant
Gun Hedlund
University of Örebro
Chair
Katharine AM Wright
University of Helsinki
Papers
Implementing Gender Mainstreaming in Shaping Gender Mainstreaming Policy
Susi Meret
Aalborg Universitet
Women and the Right: Gender Representation in the Executive in South-Eastern Europe
Ekaterina Rashkova
University of Linz
Emilia Zankina
American University in Bulgaria
Université catholique de Louvain
Silvia Erzeel
Chair
Diversity, P009
Alice Alunni
Libya: Observations from the Field
Women’s Activism in Post-Revolutionary University of Kansas
Case Studies in Morocco, Tunisia, Democratisation, and Good Governance: Movements on Gender Reform, Turkey and Egypt (2000 – 2014)
Asli Karaca
Gender Politics on the Straight Path:
Nihad Fottouh
American University in Cairo
Papers
Constructing a Muslim Female: Controlling the Private and Public Space in Damietta
Nihad Fottouh
American University in Cairo
Gender Politics on the Straight Path: Muslim Women’s Political Activism in Turkey and Egypt (2000 – 2014)
Asli Karaca
Central European University
The Impact of Women’s and Youth Movements on Gender Reform, Democratization, and Good Governance: Case Studies in Morocco, Tunisia, Turkey, and Egypt
Ginger Feather
University of Kansas
Women’s Activism in Post-Revolutionary Libya: Observations from the Field
Alice Alunni
University of Durham
P009
Diversity, Intersectionality and the Politics of Presence
11:00 –12:45, Friday 12 June
University Building, Room X
Chair
Silvia Erzeel
Université catholique de Louvain
Papers
Framings of Women, Violence and War
11:00 – 12:45, Friday 12 June
University Building, Room IV
Chair
Katharine AM Wright
University of Surrey
Discussant
Aurelie Sicard
Dublin City University
Papers
Framing Women and War: A Content Analysis of NATO’s Social Media Output
Katharine AM Wright
University of Surrey
Gender, Horrorism and Women in the Ukraine Crisis
Jenny Mathers
Abeyzrythum University
Heroin, Criminals, Prostitutes and Survivors: Women in the British Wars
Lana Obradovic
University of Nebraska, Omaha
Waging War against Women or Against ISIS?: A Content Analysis of UK and French Media of Young Women Engaging in Jihad
Aurelie Sicard
Dublin City University
P001
Women’s Mobilization in Turkey, Egypt and Libya: Changing Relations with the States and Discursive Positioning in the Last Decade
09:00 – 10:45, Friday 12 June
Gamla torget, Svedelius
Chair
Ayse Dursun
University of Vienna
Discussant
Line Nyhagen
Loughborough University
Papers
Discussing a Muslim Female: Controlling the Private and Public Space in Damietta
Nihad Fottouh
American University in Cairo
Gender Politics on the Straight Path: Muslim Women’s Political Activism in Turkey and Egypt (2000 – 2014)
Asli Karaca
Central European University
The Impact of Women’s and Youth Movements on Gender Reform, Democratization, and Good Governance: Case Studies in Morocco, Tunisia, Turkey, and Egypt
Ginger Feather
University of Kansas
Women’s Activism in Post-Revolutionary Libya: Observations from the Field
Alice Alunni
University of Durham
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11:00 – 12:45, Friday 12 June
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Chair
Janneke van der Ros
Lillehammer University College
Co-chair
Surya Monaco
University of Huddersfield
Discussant
Massimo Prearo
Università degli Studi di Verona
Papers
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Malin Rönnblom
Karlstad University
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Business luncheons

Sponsored by the journal Politics, Groups and Identities (Taylor & Francis), luncheons take place Friday 12 June, 13:00 – 14:00.

Brainstorm common interests and plan collaborative projects...

Impact of the Crisis on Social Rights, Public Policy and Citizenship
Gamlan torget, Room Svedelius

This Session looks at the Spanish research project Economic Crisis and Future of the Welfare State: Social Rights and Impact on Public Policies, Public Services Citizenship (ARMELA + I’ULNERA-A) led by the Universities of Santiago de Compostela and Deusto. Gender perspective is a cornerstone of this project and the priority is to analyse the impact of the economic crisis on women (feminisation of social vulnerability and resilience) and equality policies. Fuji paper is looking for partners – Universities and/or researchers – to design an international comparative project and to participate in two European calls: Reversing inequalities and promoting fairness and/or Understanding Europe – promoting the European public and cultural space. The Spanish project and the two European calls (currently at draft stage) will be presented.

Organisers: Alba Alonso, Arantxa Eliizondo and Maria Silvestre

Measuring Women’s Impact in Political Processes
Gamlan torget, Datorsalen

As a generalisation, women tend to be underrepresented in politics. Many advocates for the increased participation of women suggest that they bring different perspectives to policy-making. But these arguments – whether from existentialist or socialisation perspectives – are contested.

This discussion problematises the impact of women’s participation in political processes, focusing on methodological challenges in research. It will look at how different researchers assess the impact of women’s participation, in formal and informal political spheres, and ask: Could there better ways of doing this?

For anyone interested in assessment exercises, methodology or impact evaluation – qualitative, quantitative and mixed methodologies.

Organisers: Rachel Irwin and Emma Bjørn-Günther

Young Scholars Programme

Your chance to take part in two career-building activities geared towards graduate students and postdoctoral researchers

Activity 1
Career Development Masterclasses
09:00 – 12:30, Thursday 11 June
University of Edinburgh, Room Vlll

10:45 – 11:00 Break
11:00 – 11:45 Masterclass: Dos and Don’ts of Writing Grant Applications with European Commission laureates Miekke Verho (FPS and F61) and Georgina Wrayen (ERC)
11:45 – 12:00 The Marie Curie Expertise by Marie Curie laureates Rosalind Cavanagh and Sara de Jong
12:00 – 12:30 Discussion

Activity 2
Speed Mentoring
13:00 – 14:00, Saturday 13 June
Gamlan torget, Room Svedelius

Lunch included
Registration required

Politics & Gender editors
Jill Irvine and Celeste Montaya
10:45 – 11:00 Break
11:00 – 11:45 Masterclass: Dos and Don’ts of Writing Grant Applications with European Commission laureates Miekke Verho (FPS and F61) and Georgina Wrayen (ERC)
11:45 – 12:00 The Marie Curie Expertise by Marie Curie laureates Rosalind Cavanagh and Sara de Jong
12:00 – 12:30 Discussion

Accomplished political scientists inspire young scholars by reflecting on aspects of their career in three seven-minute sessions. Mentors are:

- Gabrielle Abels
  University of Tilburg
- Sarah Childs
  University of Bristol
- Susan Francesch
  University of Calgary
- Myra Marx Ferree
  University of Wisconsin-Madison
- Amy Mazur
  Washington State University
- Petra Meier
  University of Antwerp
- Birgit Sauer
  University of Vienna
- Marian Sawyer
  Australian National University
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ECPG Gender and Politics Career Achievement Award

This year’s prize goes to Mieke Verloo, Professor of Comparative Politics and Inequality Issues at Radboud University Nijmegen, and she was Research Director for MAGEEQ (2003 – 2005) and QUING (2006 – 2011) projects there.

Breaking new ground
Mieke is a path-breaking thinker, challenging and advancing theory, methodologies, and empirical analyses. Her work on gender mainstreaming pointed at the mainstreaming potential for ‘displacement and empowerment’, while her reflections on intersectionality have challenged the EU’s one-size-fits-all approach to addressing inequalities, and continue to inspire scholars and activists across the world.

In 2011 her keynote lecture for the ECPG in Budapest was titled Gender Equality Policies as Interventions in a Changing World. Her 2012 Joint Sessions workshop in Antwerp, with Amy Mazur, was Thinking Big about Gender Equality Policies.

Mieke’s development of Critical Frame Analysis (see the books Multiple Meanings of Gender Equality Policies and The Discursive Politics of Gender Equality) has contributed hugely to the advancement of discursive methodologies, mobilising hundreds of researchers to employ CFA to make the meanings and norms of gender policies visible.

Influencing political life
Mieke has acted as consultant to many organisations that promote gender equality, and has trained politicians whose influence in the field is crucial. Her work in the Council of Europe and the EU has been influential in forming current views on gender mainstreaming and her ten-years-after evaluation (Social Politics) shows how much remains to be said on the subject.

Recent consultancy includes work for the Luxembourg government, the European Parliament and the European Commission. Mieke also worked for the European Training Foundation, IEGE, The European Institution for Gender Equality, and for UN-Women.

Paving the way for future generations
Mieke has opened many opportunities for young researchers, as Scientific Director of EU-funded projects FP5 and FP6 on gender equality policies: Mainstreaming Gender Equality Policies in Europe www.mageeq.net and Quality in Gender Equality Policies www.quing.eu.

Her qualities for leading research teams, with enthusiasm and wisdom, and her capacity to maintain ‘nice and smart’ researchers (her key criterion for being in the team!), are admirable. Mieke has been a truly empowering research director, encouraging younger researchers to take on ambitious and innovative projects in which – besides reaching important conclusions – they can increase their self-confidence to become known researchers in their chosen field.

ECPR Gender and Politics PhD Prize

The ECPR is delighted to award the 2015 prize to Ana Miškovska Kajevska, for her dissertation Taking a stand in times of violent societal changes: Belgrade and Zagreb feminists’ positionings on the (post-)Yugoslav wars and each other (1991 – 2000).

Ana Miškovska Kajevska is a freelance researcher, translator and activist. She holds a Social Sciences PhD and an MSc cum laude in Sociology and Gender Studies from the University of Amsterdam. She has finished programmes in Women’s Studies and Peace Studies at the Zagreb-based Centre for Women’s Studies and Centre for Peace Studies, and has an extensive activist experience in, inter alia, human rights and environmental protection.

In addition to her interest in the (post-)Yugoslav wars and sustainable postwar recovery and reconciliation, Ana is committed to the critical examination of established (scholarly) classifications and ideas, especially those regarding gender and sexuality.

In her own words...
‘My dissertation explores positionings (discourses and activities) of the Belgrade and Zagreb feminists vis-à-vis the (post-)Yugoslav wars and one another between 1991 and 2000.

Primarily applying a Bourdieuian framework and based on a comprehensive literature review, semi-structured qualitative interviews, and a thorough examination of organisational documents and printed media articles, this socio-historical analysis attempts to come to a number of biases, lacunae and incorrect or insufficiently precise (recurring) information in the scholarship, thereby enriching existing knowledge on war-related feminist activism in Belgrade and Zagreb in the 1990s, and raising pressing epistemological questions about this knowledge.

In short, I challenge the common suggestion that the outbreak of the war violence in 1991 led to the same reorganisation of the Belgrade and Zagreb feminist fields: the activists in each city, who had worked together without tensions, divided into antinationalists and nationalists and began clashing because of their different war-related positionings.

I show that there were significant differences between Belgrade and Zagreb in the contents of those positions and in the intra-feminist dynamics, due to which these two cities should not be considered interchangeable locations. Furthermore, I demonstrate that the designations ‘antinationalist’ and ‘nationalist’ were not completely value-free, objective descriptions. They were instead an essential part of the local and international efforts to stop the (sexual) war violence, and of the struggle for legitimacy among the feminists in each city – endeavours in which many Western (feminist) academics, activists, and funders were involved, too.’
ECPG plenary reception

Co-sponsors
Dept of Government, Uppsala University
European Conference on Politics and Gender
The Johan Skytte Foundation

This Foundation administers the assets donated to Uppsala University by Johan Skytte (right) in 1622. His donation established a new professorship in Political Science and Eloquence, one of the oldest surviving Political Science chairs in the world. The Foundation is primarily responsible for awarding the annual Johan Skytte Prize, one of the most prestigious prizes in the field of Political Science.

http://skytteprize.statsvet.uu.se

CENTRE FOR GENDER RESEARCH
CROSSROADS OF KNOWLEDGE

The Centre for Gender Research is a dynamic and productive research environment where a transgressive encounter between cultural, social and biological understandings of sex and gender has become a characteristic. In 2006 it was awarded Centre of Gender Excellence status by the Swedish Research Council.

www.gender.uu.se

Conference dinner

Date Thursday 11 June
Time 19:00 – 20:30
Venue University main building, lobby / hallway

This dinner, available only to participants who have registered and paid, includes a three-course meal, non-alcoholic drinks and coffee/tea. Wine tickets will be available in the bar at 75 Kronor per glass.

Speaker
Soraya Post

Date Friday 12 June
Time 19:30
Venue Norrlands Nation, Västra Ågatan 14

After-dinner speaker

Soraya Post, Swedish Member of the European Parliament for the Feminist Party, will deliver the after-dinner speech.

Soraya is a highly experienced human rights activist who focuses in particular on Roma rights. She is the first MEP to be elected on a feminist ticket.

Find out more about Soraya at bit.ly/1E3Hozg and bit.ly/1IvYhKM or search for sorayapostfi on Facebook.
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## Section 1

### Social Movements and Civil Society

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel 011, Thursday, 13:00 – 14:45</th>
<th>Gammal targert, Floor 2, Room Svedelius</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emerging Activism: New Goals, Spaces, and Actors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chair KRIZSAN, Andrea (Central European University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussant MAIGUASHCA, Bice (University of Exeter)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Comparative Study of Women’s Movements in Croatia, Serbia and Slovenia (1978 – 2013)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIROVIC, Zorica (University of Graz)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From Identity Politics to Transversal Politics: The Occupy Movement and Intersectionality</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONTOYA, Celeste (University of Colorado, Boulder)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transnational Networks of Peasant Women for Food Sovereignty in Latin America: New Counterhegemonic Spaces for Gender Equity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PINHEIRO MACHADO BROCHNER, Gabriela (Universidad Complutense de Madrid)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel 014, Thursday, 15:00 – 16:45</th>
<th>Gammal targert, Floor 2, Room Svedelius</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explaining Variations in State Response Towards Gender-Based Violence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chair ROGGEBAND, Conny (University of Amsterdam)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussant KRIZSAN, Andrea (Central European University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gendered Structures: Anti-Gender Structures – Conceptualising Political Opportunity Structures in the Field of Domestic Violence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KRIZSAN, Andrea (Central European University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel 040, Friday, 09:00 – 10:45</th>
<th>Gammal targert, Floor 2, Room Svedelius</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Women’s Mobilisation in Turkey, Egypt and Libya: Changing Relations with the States and Discursive Positioning in the Last Decade</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chair DURUSUN, Ayse (University of Vienna)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussant NYHAGEN, Line (Loughborough University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constructing a Muslim Female: Controlling the Private and Public Space in Daniellia POTOUH, Nihad (American University in Cairo)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender Politics on the Straight Path: Muslim Women’s Political Activism in Turkey and Egypt (2000 – 2014)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KARACA, Aili (Central European University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel 049, Friday, 11:00 – 12:45</th>
<th>Gammal targert, Floor 2, Room Svedelius</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interactions between States and Movements</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chair KRIZSAN, Andrea (Central European University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussant JOHNSON, Janet (CUNY Brooklyn College)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budgeting for Change: Women’s Groups and the Advancement of Gender Budgeting in Europe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O’HAGAN, Angela (Glasgow Caledonian University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informed or Misinformed Consent: Abortion Politics in the US</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DANIELS, Cynthia (Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reform or Transformation?: Assessing the State of Gender and Sexuality Rights in Chile</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMAS, Gwynn (University at Buffalo, SUNY)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Ambiguity of Social Movement Outcomes: The Example of Women’s Movements’ Influence on Abortion Policy-Making Processes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOOLE, Karin (Departments of Political Science and Public Administration, Universiteit Leiden)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel 057, Friday, 14:15 – 16:00</th>
<th>Gammal targert, Floor 2, Room Brusewitz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Making Feminist Sense of Leftwing and Radical Politics in Contemporary Europe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chair DEAN, Jonathan (University of Leeds)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-Chair EMEJULU, Akwugo (University of Edinburgh)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussant VERGE, Tania (Universitat Pompeu Fabra)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beyond ‘The Honeytrap’: Confronting Gendered Violence and Abuse in Radical Social Justice Movements</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOWNES, Julia (University of Durham)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feminisms and Anti-Feminisms in British Left</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEAN, Jonathan (University of Leeds)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel 062, Friday, 16:45 – 18:30</th>
<th>Gammal targert, Floor 2, Room Svedelius</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Movements with Global and Transnational Connections</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chair STUBBERGAARD, Ylva (Lunds Universitet)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussant KOOLE, Karin (Department of Political Science and Public Administration, Universiteit Leiden)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridging Inequalities in Inclusion: Women’s Rights Organisations as the ‘Missing Link’ in Donor Government-Led Participatory Policy and Programme Development</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUNT, Abigail (Womankind Worldwide)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENAR – Between a Rock and a Hard Place?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRISTED NIELSEN, Helene (Aalborg Universitet)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender Security and the Politics of Identity in Transnational Advocacy Networks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN DE ALMAGRO, Maria (Université libre de Bruxelles)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECOGNITION AND SCALES OF INFLUENCE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STUBBERGAARD, Ylva (Lunds Universitet)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINORITY WOMEN AND ANTI-AUSTERITY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIGUASHCA, Bice (University of Exeter)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASSEL, Leah (University of Leicester)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Freedom Come All Ye: Feminism and the Left in the Scottish Independence Referendum Campaign and its Aftermath | |
| ESCHLE, Catherine (University of Strathclyde) |
| Searching for Leftwing Convergence in the Age of Austerity: The Cases of Left Unity, People’s Assembly and Occupy | |
| MAIGUASHCA, Bice (University of Exeter) |
| Victims or Entrepreneurs? Minority Women and Anti-Austerity | |
| EMEJULU, Akwugo (University of Edinburgh) | |
| BASSEL, Leah (University of Leicester) |
Section 2

Political Participation

Section Chair
SAWER, Marian (Australian National University)

Section Co-Chair
CAMPBELL, Rosie (Birkbeck, University of London)

Panel 008, Thursday, 15:00 – 16:45
University Building, Room X

RONTABLE Deeds and Words: Gendering Politics after Joni Lovenduski
Chair CAMPBELL, Rosie (Birkbeck, University of London)
Discussant CHILD, Sarah (University of Bristol)
Participants MAZUR, Amy G (Sciences Po Paris)
DAHLERUP, Druze (Stockholm University)
LOVENDUSKI, Joni (Birkbeck, University of London)
CELIS, Karen (Vrije Universiteit Brussel)
KENNY, Meryl (University of Leicester)

Panel 010, Saturday, 09:00 – 10:45
Gamiltaforget, Floor 2, Room Svedeilius

Varieties of Feminism
Chair THOMAS, Gwynn (University at Buffalo, SUNY)
Discussant VALENTE, Celia (Universidad Carlos III de Madrid)
Constituting Ulster and the Afrikaner Volk: The Ulster Women’s Unionist Council and Afrikaner Women, 1910s – 1930s
MCKANE, Pamela (York University)

Panel 012, Saturday, 09:00 – 10:45
University Building, Room X

Explaining Gender Gaps
Chair LOVENDUSKI, Joni (Birkbeck, University of London)
Discussant CURTIN, Jennifer (University of Auckland)
A Multi-Dimensional Analysis of Political Participation and Gender in Europe: The Importance of Context as a Conditioning Effect for Participatory Gender Inequalities
DUROVIC, Anja (Sciences Po Paris)

Panel 013, Thursday, 13:00 – 14:45
University Building, Room VIII

How Women Run: Female Candidates in the 2014 Solomon Islands Election
Baker, Kerryn (Australian National University)

Protecting Ethnic Diversity vs Securing Women’s Political Inclusion: The Role of the Mexican State Reconciling Both
VIDAL CORREA, Fernanda (Institute Belisario Dominguez)
Rethinking Political Citizenship: Women’s Activism and the Politics of Gender in Turkey
CAGATAI, Selin (Central European University)

Panel 054, Friday, 11:00 – 12:45
Gamilta forget, Floor 2, Room Brusewitz

Intersectionality:
Parties, Activism and Claims Making
Chair EVANS, Elizabeth (University of Bristol)
Discussant CELIS, Karen (Vrije Universiteit Brussels)
An Intersectional Analysis of Symbolic Representations of Feminism: Activists, Movements and Parties
EVANS, Elizabeth (University of Bristol)

Gender and Ethnicity in Claims-Making About Immigration
RUEDIN, Didier (University of Neuchâtel)
Indigenous Women in Politics Worldwide
HUGHES, Melanie (University of Pittsburgh)
Intersectionality and the Politics of Feminist Coalition in Times of Crisis
LEEPINARD, Eleonore (Université de lausanne)
MÖGGE, Liza (University of Amsterdam)
VAN DER PAS, Daphne (University of Amsterdam)
VAN DE WARDT, Marc (University of Amsterdam)
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Panel 064, Friday, 14:15 – 16:00
Gamba torget, Room 475

Participation and Violence
Chair BAKER, Kerney (Australian National University)
Discussant RANKIN, L Pauline (Carleton University)

Emotionally Evocative Women: The Influence of Women Suicide Bombers on the American Public
POLONI-STAUDINGER, Liki (Northern Arizona University)
SITTMANN, Kristina (University of Bern)
ORTBALS, Candice (PEPPERDINE University)
OSBORN, Tracy (University of Iowa)
MENDEZ, Jeannette (Oklahoma State University)

Female Participation and Male Violence: Conceptualising Women’s Experiences on Social Media Platforms
MEGARRY, Jessica (University of Melbourne)

Gender and Election Violence
BARDALL, Gabriele (Université de Montréal)

Panel 080, Friday, 16:45 – 18:30
University Building, Room VIII

Media and Participation
Chair VAN DER PAS, Daphne (University of Amsterdam)
Discussant MACPHERSON, Kirsty (University of Toronto)

Media Discourse on Women Human Right Defenders in Serbia
LAMBIC, Natasa (University of Belgrade)

Stereotypes in Politician’s Images?
How Male and Female Politicians are Evaluated in Dutch Newspapers, 2006 – 2012
VAN DER PAS, Daphne (University of Amsterdam)
AAALDERING, Loes (University of Amsterdam)

Women Entering the Presidential Arena: Running a Campaign on Social Media
OANA, Baluta (University of Bucharest)

Young Adults’ Gender Gap in Political Knowledge: A Life Cycle Approach
GARCIA ALBACETE, Gema (Universidad Autonoma de Madrid)
FRAILE, Marta (C3IC)
FERRIN, Monica (University of Zurich)

Panel 082, Thursday, 15:00 – 16:45
University Building, Room VIII

Political Participation: Barriers and Enablers
Chair CARROLL, Susan (Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey)
Discussant COFFE, Hilde (Victoria University of Wellington)

Do Gender Differences in Home Sphere Demands affect Career and Influence Possibilities of German Parliamentarians?
HANSSEN, Jenny (Birkbeck, University of London)

Getting Absentees in: The Parliamentary Representation of Social Groups Across Established Democracies
MAEVIS, Christine (University of Cologne)

Sitting on the Sidelines? Women’s Sections in the Political Parties of Central and Eastern Europe
CHIVA, Cristina (University of Salaff)

Women as Party Members: How Active are They?
WALTERS, Bram (Ghent University)

Panel 091, Saturday, 11:00 – 12:45
University Building, Room VIII

The Gender Gap and Elections
Chair BEAUREGARD, Katrine (Australian National University)
Discussant CAMPBELL, Rosie (Birkbeck, University of London)

Counting Women’s Ballots: Female Voters After Suffrage in the US
WOLBRECHT, Christina (University of Notre Dame)

Explaining the Modern Gender Gap in Western Europe: The Role of Generational Replacement
SHORROCKS, Rosalind (University of Oxford)

The Transformation of the Electoral Gender Gap: The Role of Generational Replacement
HARSGOR, Liran (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)

The Transformation of the Radical Right Gender Gap: The Case of the 2014 European Elections
BARSSENE, Mauro (Università degli Studi di Milano)
MAYER, Nonna (Sciences Po Paris)

Section 3

Power and Representation

Section Chair KENNY, Meryl (University of Leicester)
Section Co-Chair FREIDENVALL, Lenita (Stockholm University)

Panel 002, Thursday, 13:00 – 14:45
University Building, Room IX

Bringing Parties Back In: New Theoretical and Empirical Perspectives on Gender and Party Politics
Chair BUCKLEY, Fiona (University College Cork)
Discussant O’BRIEN, Diana (Indiana University)

Contagion Theory Revisited: When Do Political Parties Compete on Women’s Representation?
KENNY, Meryl (University of Leicester)
VERGE, Tania (Universitat Pompeu Fabra)

How Inclusive is the Feminist Initiative? Revisiting Theories on Political Recruitment in a Party with Female Politicians
BJARNEGÅRD, Elin (Uppsala Universitet)

Keeping Women Out: Parties, Power and Gender Bias in Candidate Recruitment
KENNY, Meryl (University of Leicester)

Panel 020, Friday, 09:00 – 10:45
University Building, Room IX

Gender and Political Parties in Comparative Perspective
Chair WYLIE, Kristin (James Madison University)
Discussant CLAYTON, Amanda (University of Washington)

Beyond Contagion: Gender and Party System Development in Post-Communist Europe
CHIVA, Cristina (University of Salaff)

Critical Actors in Conservative Parties – Have Conservative Women Feminised the Christian Democratic Union in Germany?
OCH, Malte (University of Denver)

BIEBER, Ina Elisabeth (Goethe-Universität Frankfurt)

Panel 019, Friday, 09:00 – 10:45
University Building, Room X

Gender and Political Leadership
Chair FRANCESCHET, Susan (University of Calgary)
Discussant BITTER, Amanda (Memorial University of Newfoundland)

Defending the Realm: The Appointment of Female Defense Ministers Worldwide
O’BRIEN, Diana (Indiana University)

Gender and Entry to the Premier’s Office
THOMAS, Melanie (University of Calgary)

Gender and Party Leadership in Scotland
BECKWITH, Karen (Case Western Reserve University)

Women’s Pathways to Political Power at Subnational Level: Comparing Australia and Canada
CURTIN, Jennifer (University of Auckland)

Panel 001, Friday, 09:00 – 10:45
University Building, Room IX

Gender and Political Parties in Comparative Perspective
Chair WYLIE, Kristin (James Madison University)
Discussant CLAYTON, Amanda (University of Washington)

Beyond Contagion: Gender and Party System Development in Post-Communist Europe
CHIVA, Cristina (University of Salaff)

Critical Actors in Conservative Parties – Have Conservative Women Feminised the Christian Democratic Union in Germany?
OCH, Malte (University of Denver)

BIEBER, Ina Elisabeth (Goethe-Universität Frankfurt)
Panel 031, Friday, 16:45 – 18:30
Skytteum, Ground Floor, Gyllenhiemskapet

Gender, Power and Representation in Latin America
Chair: JOHNSON, Niki (Universidad de la República, Uruguay)
Discussant: DOS SANTOS, Pedro (Luther College)

Candidatas Laranjas by Choice?: Gender Quotas, Elite Resistance, and Sacrificial Lamb in Brazilian Legislatures
WYLER, Kristin (James Madison University)

Daughters and Wives, Brothers and Sons: Gender and Political Dynasties in the Brazilian Legislature
ABERCHE CARVALHO GATTO, Maria Luiza (University of Oxford)

Explaining Women and Executive Leadership in Federalist Regimes: Female Provincial Cabinet Positions in Argentina (1990 – 2013)
LORFETTO, Debora (Carleton University)

Panel 032, Saturday, 09:00 – 10:45
University Building, Room IX

Gender, Recruitment and Political Campaigns
Chair: DITTMAR, Kelly (Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey)
Discussant: SIMMS, Marian (Deakin University)

Exploring the Extent, Causes and Consequences of Gendered Campaign Strategies
COFFE, Hilde (Victoria University of Wellington)

Bjarnégård, Elin (Uppsala University)

ASHE, Jeanette (Birkbeck, University of London)

No More Gender Bias at Renomination Stage? Evidence from the Czech Republic
SMREK, Michal (Uppsala University)
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Theorising the Presidency as a Gendered Institution: Lessons from Latin America
THOMAS, Gwynn (University at Buffalo, SUNY)

Panel 041, Friday, 11:00 – 12:45
University Building, Room VIII

Women’s Leadership and Political Representation in Asia
Chair BJARNEGÅRD, Elin (Uppsala Universitet)
Discussant RAI, Shitin (University of Warwick)

Analysing Representative Claims for Women in the Japanese Legislature under the Conservative Government
OSAWA, Kimiko (Yonsei University, East Asia International College)

Breaking Barriers, Crossing Boundaries. Fighting for Rights and Visibility – FATA Women’s Struggle for Political Participation in Pakistan
FLESCHENBERG, Andrea (Quaid-I-Azam University Islamabad, Pakistan)

To Keep the Parties In or Out: Challenges to Gender Quotas in Municipal Elections in South Korea
YOO, Jia (University of Kansas)

SHIN, Ki-Young (Institute for Gender Studies, Ochanomizu University)

Trailblazers, Tokens, or Totally Absent? Women’s Participation and Leadership in Asian Parliamentary Committees
JOSHI, Devin (University of Denver)

Panel 042, Thursday, 15:00 – 16:45
Gustavianum, Room Minus

Women’s Representation and Corruption
Chair SCHWINDT-BAYER, Leslie (Rice University)
Discussant BJARNEGÅRD, Elin (Uppsala Universitet)

Specifying the Conditions That Make Women Curb Corruption
STENSO, Helena (University of Gothenburg)

WANGNERUD, Lena (University of Gothenburg)

Unpacking the Link Between Female Politicians and Reduced Suspicions of Corruption
BARNES, Tiffany (University of Kentucky)

Women in Legislatures and Anti-Trafficking Enforcement: A Global Analysis
ALEXANDER, Amy (University of Gothenburg)

Panel 043, Thursday, 15:00 – 16:45
University Building, Room IX

Women’s Representation and Gender Quotas: New Directions
Chair O’BRIEN, Diana (Indiana University)
Discussant ZETTERBERG, Pär (Uppsala Universitet)

A Method for Researching Gender Quotas and Political Recruitment
DAVISON-SCHMICH, Louise (University of Miami)

Assessing Women’s Legislative Representation in Europe and Beyond – A Fuzzy Set Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA)
BUCHÉ, Jonas (Goethe-Universität Frankfurt)

SIEWERT, Markus (Goethe-Universität Frankfurt)

Board Quota Legislation and its Contestrations
ROOS, Hannelore (University of Hasselt)

Contesting Gender Quotas: A Typology of Resistance
KROOK, Mona Lena (Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey)

Legislative Gender Quotas in Europe: A Systematic Overview
SGIER, Lea (Central European University)

Panel 059, Friday, 11:00 – 12:45
University Building, Room XI

Media Representations of Gender
Chair ASHE, Jeanette (Birkbeck, University of London)
Discussant SGIER, Lea (Central European University)

Are Politicians’ Husbands ‘First Lords’ or ‘Princes Consort’?
OLIVESI, Aurelie (Université Lyon III)

In Between a Strongman’s Daughter and a Strong-Willed Woman: Unfolding Symbolic Representation of First Female President in South Korea
LEE, Jinock (Sogang University)

Prevalence, Nature, and Effects of Female Candidates’ Emotional Expressions on Television
MASCH, Lena (University of Trier)

RENNER, Anna-Maria (Universität Koblenz-Landau)

Panel 068, Saturday, 11:00 – 12:45
University Building, Room X

Power and Representation at the Local Level
Chair OCH, Malliga (University of Denver)
Discussant STENSO, Helena (University of Gothenburg)

Representation at the Local Level: What’s Gender Got to do With It?
REGAN, Sue (University of Northumbria, Newcastle)

The Gender Gap in Local Politics: Assessing the Role of Gender in a Non-Partisan Electoral Context
BIRD, Karen (McMaster University)

JACKSON, Samantha (McMaster University)

Why So Few Women on Board? Explaining the Scarcity of Female Local Council Members in New Jersey Politics
DITTMAR, Kelly (Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey)

BJARNEGÅRD, Elin (Uppsala Universitet)

Carroll, Susan (Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey)

Panel 087, Saturday, 16:00 – 17:45
University Building, Room X

Symbolic Representation: Methodological and Empirical Challenges
Chair LOMBARDO, Emanuela (Universidad Complutense de Madrid)

Aesthetics of and Politics: The Symbolic in Parliament
RAI, Shitin (University of Warwick)

Capturing in Words what a Symbol Symbolises? Challenges for Studying Symbolic Representation from a Discursive Approach
MEIER, Petra (University of Antwerp)

LOMBARDO, Emanuela (Universidad Complutense de Madrid)

Symbolic Representation and Citizens’ Political Attitudes: A Reflection on Alternative Methodological Avenues
VERGE, Tania (Universitat Pompeu Fabra)

ESPIRITO-SANTO, Ana (Centro de Investigação e Estudos de Sociologia)

What do Women Symbolise? Symbolic Representation in Cabinet Appointments
FRANCESCHIET, Susan (University of Calgary)

Panel 099, Thursday, 15:00 – 16:45
University Building, Room IV

The Good Representative 2.0
Chair SEVERS, Elke (Vrije Universiteit Brussel)
Discussant DORI, Suzanne (University of Arizona)

‘Invisible’ Representative(s)? Contesting and Maintaining White Privilege Within the Twitter Hashtag #solidarityforyourwomen
HOLMI, Malin (Uppsala Universitet)

OJEDA CASTRO, Jorge (Uppsala Universitet)

Representations of Female Politicians on Twitter During the Scottish Independence Referendum
MCKAY, Fiona (University of Strathclyde)

The Iron Lady and the Alpha Male: A Case Study of Gender’s Framing during Quebec’s Election
LEMARIER- SAULNIER, Catherine (Université Laval)

The Symbolic Impact of Women’s Representation on Citizens’ Political Attitudes
VERGE, Tania (Universitat Pompeu Fabra)

ESPIRITO-SANTO, Ana (Centro de Investigação e Estudos de Sociologia)

Women in Government: An Experimental Study of Attitudes about Governing Ability
TAYLOR-ROBINSON, Michelle (Texas A&M University)

Panel 088, Thursday, 13:00 – 14:45
University Building, Room IV

SECTION 3
**Section 4**

**Governance, Institutions and Public Policy**

**Section Chair**
LOMBARDO, Emanuela (Universidad Complutense de Madrid)

**Section Co-Chair**
HOLLI, Anne Maria (University of Helsinki)

**Panel 001, Saturday, 09:00 – 10:45**
University Building, Room X

A Transtribal Panel on Norm Diffusion

**Chair**
ROGGEBAND, Conny (University of Amsterdam)

**Discussants**
VAN DEN BRINK, Marjolein (University of Utrecht)
ROGGEBAND, Conny (University of Amsterdam)

**Participants**
PATERNOTTE, David (Université libre de Bruxelles)
ZWINGEL, Susanne (Florida International University)
VAN DER VLEUTEN, Anna (Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen)
ROGGEBAND, Conny (University of Amsterdam)

**Panel 012, Saturday, 09:00 – 10:45**
University Building, Room IV

**Equality and Policy Instruments**

**Chair**
ALFAMA, Eva (Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona)

**Discussants**
MAIJUR, Amy G (Sciences Po Paris)

**Effect of Women’s Policy Agencies on Equality Employment Policies in Europe**
ERTAN, Senem (Social Sciences University of Ankara)
SCHIEDEGGER, Christine (urbanfish, Switzerland)

**Intersectionality of Gender Equality Policy Worldwide: Diversity in Design and in Practise**
SCHIEDEGGER, Christine (urbanfish, Switzerland)

**Panel 023, Friday, 09:00 – 10:45**
Gustavianum, Room Minus

**Gender Equality in Academia and Educational Institutions**

**Chair**
CALLERSTIG, Anne-Charlott (University of Örebro)

**Discussant**
FOREST, Maxime (Sciences Po Paris)

**Gender Equality in Academia and/or Family Justice in the Science System? Interrogating the Advent of Pronatalism in German Academia**
KAHLERT, Heike (Ruhr-Universität Bochum)

**Gender Equality in the Academia: A New Meaning for Gender Practices?**
VOORSPOEL, Jolien (University of Antwerp)

**Sex Segregation as Policy Problem: Title IX and the Unlikely Celebration of Separate but Equal**
SHARROW, Elizabeth (University of Massachusetts)

**The Academic Subject in the Managerial University – An Analysis of Governance and Subjectivation**
KREISSL, Katharina (University of Vienna)

**Transforming German Universities: The Battle for the Best Brains**
IZZER, Kathrin (Northeastern University)
FERRÉ, Myra Max (University of Wisconsin-Madison)
ZIMMERMANN, Karin (WZB Berlin Social Science Center)

**Panel 025, Thursday, 13:00 – 14:45**
University Building, Room X

**The Battle for the Best Brains**

**Chair**
OUTSHOORN, Joyce (Departments of Political Science and Public Administration, Universiteit Leiden)

**Discussant**
SAWER, Marian (University of Lancaster)
MEIER, Petra (University of Antwerp)

**Gendering the House of Commons: The Politics of Measurement and Success**
GRACE, Joan (University of Winnipeg)
LEITNER, Andrea (University of Applied Sciences Bremen)
BOTHFELD, Silke (University of Applied Sciences Bremen)
ROUAULT, Sophie (University of Applied Sciences Bremen)

**Who Influences the Scope of Demonstrative Equality Thinking of Administrative Agencies in the Field of Anti-Discrimination? A Comparison of the Activities of the Hungarian Equal Treatment Authority and the Irish Equality Authority**
WEVERKA, Lisa (Central European University)

**Panel 026, Friday, 16:45 – 18:30**
University Building, Room X

**Gender Mainstreaming: The Role of Specialised Parliamentary Bodies 2**

**Chair**
MEIER, Petra (University of Antwerp)

**Discussant**
OUTSHOORN, Joyce (Departments of Political Science and Public Administration, Universiteit Leiden)

**Gender Equality and/or Family Justice**

**Accounting for Differences and Similarities; How Belgian Parliamentary Advisory Committees on Equality deal with Gender Mainstreaming**
MEIER, Petra (University of Antwerp)

**Gendering the House of Commons: The Politics of Measurement and Success**
GRACE, Joan (University of Winnipeg)
LEITNER, Andrea (University of Applied Sciences Bremen)
BOTHFELD, Silke (University of Applied Sciences Bremen)
ROUAULT, Sophie (University of Applied Sciences Bremen)

**Does the German Gender Regime Support the Dual Earner Model? Policy Fragmentation as a Bridging Concept in Institutional Analysis of Gender Regime Change**
BOTHFELD, Silke (University of Applied Sciences Bremen)

**Gender Regimes and Policies: A Policy Regime Approach**
SAINSBURY, Diane (Stockholm University)

**The Danish Political Gender Equality Regime since Suffrage – Conceptual and Theoretical Challenges**
BORCHSTUR, Anette (Aalborg University)
DAHLERUP, Drude (Stockholm University)

**Theorising Varieties of Gender Regimes**
WALBY, Sylvia (University of Lancaster)
FERRE, Myra Max (University of Wisconsin-Madison)

**Panel 029, Friday, 14:15 – 16:00**
University Building, Room X

**Gender Regimes – Conceptualisations and Empirical Applications**

**Chair**
DAHLERUP, Drude (Stockholm University)

**Co-Chair and Discussant**
WALBY, Sylvia (University of Lancaster)

**Making Women Heard?**

**The Parliamentary Women’s Delegation in France: A UK, Belgian and New Zealand Comparison**
STÆHR HARDER, Mette Marie (University of Roskilde)

**Women’s Substantive Representation: The Role and Relevance to Women’s Movement Repertoires**
SAWER, Marian (Australian National University)

**The Role of Specialised Parliamentary Bodies: The Swedish Parliament**

**The Role of Specialised Parliamentary Bodies in Equality Thinking of Administrative Agencies**
IZZER, Kathrin (Northeastern University)
BOTHFELD, Silke (University of Applied Sciences Bremen)
ROUAULT, Sophie (University of Applied Sciences Bremen)

**Panel 036, Friday, 11:00 – 12:45**
University Building, Room X

**Gender Mainstreaming: The Role of Specialised Parliamentary Bodies 1**

**Chair**
MEIER, Petra (University of Antwerp)

**Discussant**
OUTSHOORN, Joyce (Departments of Political Science and Public Administration, Universiteit Leiden)

**Does the German Gender Regime Support the Dual Earner Model? Policy Fragmentation as a Bridging Concept in Institutional Analysis of Gender Regime Change**
BOTHFELD, Silke (University of Applied Sciences Bremen)

**Gender Regimes and Policies: A Policy Regime Approach**
SAINSBURY, Diane (Stockholm University)

**The Danish Political Gender Equality Regime since Suffrage – Conceptual and Theoretical Challenges**
BORGSTUR, Anette (Aalborg University)
DAHLERUP, Drude (Stockholm University)

**Theorising Varieties of Gender Regimes**
WALBY, Sylvia (University of Lancaster)
FERRE, Myra Max (University of Wisconsin-Madison)
Panel 063, Saturday, 11:00 – 12:45
University Building, Room IV
Neoliberalism and Feminist Politics
Chair ANDERSSON, Renee (University of Örebro)
Discussant MARX, Ferree, Myra (University of Wisconsin-Madison)
Keep, Throw or Swap? Is ‘Gender Equality’ in the Way of Gender Equality?
POWEI, Stella (Uppsala University)
The Challenges of Gender Mainstreaming in a Managerialist State: Experiences from Taiwan
PENG, Yen-Wen (National Sun Yat-Sen University)
The Politics of the Pink Portfolio: Gender Equality and Cabinet Ministers Responsible for the Status of Women
RANKIN, J Pauline (Carleton University)
Translating Feminism in the Neoliberal Era – Comparing Differing Contexts
TILLMAR, Malin (Linköping University)
AHL, Helene (Jönköping University)

Panel 067, Saturday, 16:00 – 17:45
Gustavianum, Room Minus
Post-Adoption Policies: Measuring, Implementing, and Evaluating Gender Equality Policies
Chair SCHEIDEGGER, Christine (urbanfish, Switzerland)
Discussant ZIPPEL, Kathrin (Northwestern University)
Female Leaders, Male-Centered Policies: Gender and Politics in the Anglophone Caribbean
PISCOPO, Jennifer (Occidental College)
VON BERGEN, Sophia (Occidental College)
Gendering Evaluation in the EU: Perspectives from Feminist Institutionalism
MINTO, Rachel (Cardiff University)
MERGAERT, Lut (Yellow Window)
Toward a Feminist Measure of Gender Equality: Lessons from the Gender Equality Policy in Practice Project
MAZUR, Amy G (Sciences Po Paris)
CAMPBELL, Rosie (Birkbeck, University of London)
ENGEL, Isabelle (University of Ottawa)
LOVENDUSKI, Joni (Birkbeck, University of London)
When does Federalism Matter? Gender Equality Policies in Germany and Austria
DURSUN, Ayse (University of Vienna)
LANG, Sabine (University of Washington)
SAUER, Birgit (University of Vienna)

Panel 085, Friday, 09:00 – 10:45
University Building, Room IV
States, Courts, and Gendered Policies
Chair MINTO, Rachel (Cardiff University)
Discussants SKJEIE, Hege (University of Oslo)
POWELL, Gun (University of Örebro)
An Analysis of the Current Tensions in South America’s Public Policies from a Feminist Perspective
ANZORENA, Claudia Cecilia (Consejo Nacional de Investigaciones Científicas y Técnicas, Argentina)
Mobilitating Traditional Family Values: A Comparative Analysis of Referendums Campaigns in Swiss Cantons
BEYELER, Michelle (University of Zurich)
The Judicialisation of Sexual and Reproductive Rights in Latin America
DIEZ, Jordi (University of Guelph)

Panel 094, Friday, 11:00 – 12:45
Gustavianum, Room Minus
The Nordic Model of Gender Equality: Opportunities and Limits
Chair PETERSON, Elin (Stockholm University)
Discussant SAINSbury, Diane (Stockholm University)
Constructing Gender and Fear in Promoting the Safe City
BRANDÉN, Jennie (Umeå Universitet)
Delineating the Limits of the Swedish Gender Equality Model
BERGOVIST, Christina (Uppsala University)
Failed State Feminism
SKJEIE, Hege (University of Oslo)
HOLST, Cathrine (University of Oslo)
TEIGAN, Mari (Institute for Social Research, Oslo)
The Narrative of a Success Story – Gender Mainstreaming in Sweden
ANDERSSON, Renee (University of Örebro)
The Question of Quotas or Qualitative Measures: Norwegian and Swedish Industrial Policies in a Gender Perspective
PETERSSÖN, Katarina (Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences)
BERGLUND, Karin (Stockholm University)

Panel 095, Friday, 14:15 – 16:00
University Building, Room IV
The Politics of Feminist Knowledge Transfer: A Critical Reflection on Gender Training and Expertise
Chair FOREST, Maxime (Sciences Po Paris)
Discussant MURRAY, Rainbow (Queen Mary, University of London)
Analysing Resistance in Gender Training Processes
MERGAERT, Lut (Yellow Window)
LOMBARDO, Emanuela (Universidad Complutense de Madrid)

Section 3

Panel 096, Friday, 16:45 – 18:30
Gustavianum, Room Minus
Getting the Institutions Right for Gender
HOLST, Cathrine (University of Oslo)
The Dilemma of Control and Learning for Civil Servants Working with Gender Mainstreaming
CALLERSTIG, Anne-Charlott (University of Örebro)
Implementing Gender Mainstreaming in EU Policies: An Insiders’ View
HUBERT, Agnès (Sciences Po Paris)
STRATIGAKI, MARIA (Panteion University of Social and Political Sciences)
Mapping Gender Mainstreaming Implementation Challenges in the Austerity Age
ALFAMA, Eva (Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona)
Public Administration and Gender Mainstreaming
ANDERSSON, Renee (University of Örebro)

Panel 103, Saturday, 16:00 – 17:45
University Building, Room VIII
Gender, Mobilisation and Politics
Chair ALONSO, Alba (Universidad Santiago de Compostela)
Discussant HUGHES, Melanie (University of Pittsburgh)
Change, Learning Processes and Gender Training in Gender Mainstreaming
CALLERSTIG, Anne-Charlott (University of Örebro)
Tied Up in Knots? Gender Mainstreaming, Training and Expert-Led Development
KELLY, Kristy (Columbia University)
Section 5

Research Methods for Gender and Politics

Section Chair
SPIERINGS, Niels (Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen)

Section Co-Chair
CONWAY, Daniel (The Open University)

Panel 003, Friday, 09:00 – 10:45
Skytteanum, Ground Floor, Gyllenhielmska biblioteket

Challenges and Possibilities of Intersectionality-Informed Mixed Methods Research

Chair WADIA, Khursheed (University of Warwick)
Discussant VERLOO, Mieke (Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen)

Panel 007, Saturday, 09:00 – 10:45
Skytteanum, Ground Floor, Gyllenhielmska biblioteket

Rountable: Where is Feminism Political Science Going? by RC19

Chair HOLL, Anne Maria (University of Helsinki)
Co-Chair CURTIN, Jennifer (University of Auckland)
Discussant FABIAN, Judith (Carleton University)

Panel 074, Friday, 09:00 – 10:45
Gamla torget, Floor 2, Room Brusewitz

Rountable Methods for Researching Gendered Institutions: Where Are We Now? Where Next?

Chair GAWEDA, Barbara (University of Edinburgh)
Co-Chair CHAPPELL, Louise (University of New South Wales)
Discussant WAYLEN, Georgina (University of Manchester)

Panel 078, Friday, 11:00 – 12:45
Skytteanum, Ground Floor, Gyllenhielmska biblioteket

Researcher Subjectivities: Hierarchies, Ethics and Reflexivity in Qualitative and Quantitative Research

Chair ACCERENZI, Michela (Universidad del Pais Vasco)
Discussant ROLANDSEN AGUSTIN, Lise (Aalborg Universitet)

Panel 081, Friday, 11:00 – 12:45
Skytteanum, Ground Floor, Gyllenhielmska biblioteket

New Techniques to Study Gender Policies and Politics

Chair SPIERINGS, Niels (Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen)
Discussant ROLANDSEN AGUSTIN, Lise (Aalborg Universitet)

Panel 083, Friday, 11:00 – 12:45
Skytteanum, Ground Floor, Gyllenhielmska biblioteket

Feminist Political Science: Does Professional Recognition Come at the Expense of Feminist Politics?

Chair WARD, Elí (National University of Ireland, Galway)
Discussant WAYLEN, Georgina (University of Manchester)

Panel 089, Friday, 14:15 – 16:00
Skytteanum, Ground Floor, Gyllenhielmska biblioteket

The ‘Gender Gap’ in Statistical and Survey Research

Chair and Discussant WELDON, Laurel (Purdue University)

Applying Regression Analysis and fsQCA to the Study of Women’s Legislative Representation – Moving Beyond a Comparison of Results

Chair BUCH, Antje (Friedrich-Alexander Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg)
Discussant SIEWERT, Markus (Goethe-Universität Frankfurt)

Rethinking Gender in Election Studies

Chair BITTNER, Amanda (Memorial University of Newfoundland)
Discussant GOODYEAR-GRANT, Elizabeth (Memorial University of Newfoundland)

What is Politics? Women and Men’s Conceptions of the Political

Chair and Discussant GARCIA ALBACETE, Gema (Universidad Autonoma de Madrid)

Panel 086, Saturday, 11:00 – 12:45
Skytteanum, Ground Floor, Gyllenhielmska biblioteket

Researcher Subjectivities: Hierarchies, Ethics and Reflexivity in Qualitative and Quantitative Research

Chair ACCERENZI, Michela (Universidad del Pais Vasco)
Discussant ROLANDSEN AGUSTIN, Lise (Aalborg Universitet)

Panel 093, Saturday, 11:00 – 12:45
Skytteanum, Ground Floor, Gyllenhielmska biblioteket

Negotiation of a New Social Contract: Mothers, Sisters and Comrades in Turkey

Chair YIGIT, Ahu (University of Turku)
Discussant YARAS, Sezen (Bilkent University)

Panel 098, Saturday, 11:00 – 12:45
Skytteanum, Ground Floor, Gyllenhielmska biblioteket

Body Politic, Knowledge Cultures and Gender Regimes in Germany, Poland and Sweden

Chair KULAWIK, Teresa (Söderköping University)
Discussant KENNY, Meryl (University of Leicester)

Panel 103, Saturday, 11:00 – 12:45
Skytteanum, Ground Floor, Gyllenhielmska biblioteket

The Movement to adopt a Sex Purchase Ban

Chair SAWER, Marian (Australian National University)
Discussant KENNY, Meryl (University of Leicester)

Panel 108, Saturday, 11:00 – 12:45
Skytteanum, Ground Floor, Gyllenhielmska biblioteket

A Runaway Success: Ireland and the Movement to adopt a Sex Purchase Ban

Chair WARD, Elí (National University of Ireland, Galway)
Discussant KENNY, Meryl (University of Leicester)
Section 6

**European Union**

**Section Chair**
ABELS, Gabriele (Universität Tübingen)

**Section Co-Chair**
CAVAGHAN, Rosalind (Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen)

---

**Panel 015, Thursday, 15:00 – 16:45**
University Building, Room XI

**Exporting Gender (In)Equality**
Chair MÜHLENHOF, Hanna (Universität Tübingen)
Discussant ALLWOOD, Gill (Nottingham Trent University)
When it rains we at get wet: Gender Blindness in EU Climate Change Policy
ALLWOOD, Gill (Nottingham Trent University)

Corporate Governance Principles and Gender Equality across Europe and Asia: Convergence and Diffusion
MASSELOT, Annick (University of Canterbury, NZ)
Engendering EU Budget Support? The Case of EU Development Cooperation with Botswana
DEBUSSCHER, Petra (University of Antwerp)

The Logics of Regionalism and Gender Mainstreaming in EU and SADC:
MAHUG, Anick (University of Kassel)
Debunking Normative Power Europe
VAN DER VLEUTEN, Anna (University Building, Room VIII)

The Role of the EU in the Institutionalisation of Gender Equality in Regional Organisations in Latin America
RIBEIRO HOFFMANN, Andrea (Freie Universität Berlin)

Gender and the EU – Bridging the Gap between Feminist and Mainstream Approaches
MACRAE, Heather (York University)

Panel 022, Friday, 09:00 – 10:45
Gama target, Floor 275

**Gender Effects of EU Social and Economic Policies**
Chair WOELH, Stefanie (University of Kassel)
Discussant MASSELOT, Annick (University of Canterbury, New Zealand)

A Matter of Bureaucratic Organising? Analysing Conditions for the Gender Equality Objectives Within the European Social Fund
CARLSSON, Vanja (University of Gothenburg)

Directive on Gender Balance on Corporate Boards: Market-Oriented Gender Equality
KRONSELL, Anica (Lunds Universitet)

Panel 044, Thursday, 13:00 – 14:45
University Building, Room II

**Gendering European External Relations**
Chair DEBUSCHER, Petra (University of Antwerp)
Discussant GUERRINA, Roberta (University of Surrey)

Gender Dynamics of Foreign Policy Actors: Gendering the European External Action Service
GUERRINA, Roberta (University of Antwerp)

One Step Forward, Two Steps Back? Gender-Mainstreaming in the EU’s Foreign Policies
MÜHLENHOF, Hanna (Universität Tübingen)

The EU and Gender-Based Violence: Protection and Victimization
BERGMAN ROASAMOND, Annika (Lunds Universitet)

The EU and NATO Implementation of UNSCR 1325: A European Approach to Women, Peace and Security?
WRIGHT, Katharine AM (University of Surrey)

Panel 045, Friday, 14:15 – 16:00
University Building, Room VII

**Gendering European Integration Theory**
Chair MACRAE, Heather (York University)
Discussant CAVAGHAN, Rosalind (Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen)

Economic Governance in the Eurozone: A Genderality Perspective
WOELH, Stefanie (University of Kassel)

European Integration and the Politics of Scale: A Gender Perspective
SAUER, Birgit (University of Vienna)

Gendering Civil Society as a Key Concept of European Integration
GUTH, Jessica (University of Bradford)

Neo-Functionalism: Gendering Spillover
MACRAE, Heather (York University)

Panel 047, Friday, 16:45 – 18:30
Gustavianum, Room Minus

**Gendering the EU Institutions: Structures, Policies and Practices of the European Parliament**
Chair HINTERHUBER, Eva Maria (Rhine-Waal University of Applied Sciences)
Discussant ABELS, Gabriele (Universität Tübingen)

Gender and Party Politics in the Context of the European Parliament
ROLANDSEN AGUSTIN, Lise [Aalborg Universitet]

Gender Mainstreaming in the European Parliament After EP Elections
AHRENS, Petra (Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin)

Gender Mainstreaming EU Policy After the Crisis: Mapping the Impact of the FemM Committee
CAVAGHAN, Rosalind (Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen)

The EU and NATO Implementation of UNSCR 1325: A European Approach to Women, Peace and Security?
WRIGHT, Katharine AM (University of Surrey)

Panel 073, Saturday, 09:00 – 10:45
Gustavianum, Room Minus

**Regulating Morality Policies in the European Union: The Influence of Gender-Related Explanations**
Chair EUCHNER, Eva-Maria (Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München)
Co-Chair PREIDEL, Caroline (Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München)
Discussant ENGEL, Isabelle (University of Ottawa)
‘Geopolicies’ of Vulnerability: Political Discourse on Abortion in Spain
LOPEZ, Silvia (Universidad Autónoma de Madrid)

Liberalising Reproductive Rights in Europe: Does Socioeconomic and Political Emancipation Drive Change in Abortion Policy?
BÜDDE, Emma (Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München)

Gender Mainstreaming in the European Parliament After EP Elections
AHRENS, Petra (Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin)

Gender Mainstreaming EU Policy After the Crisis: Mapping the Impact of the FemM Committee
CAVAGHAN, Rosalind (Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen)

The EU and NATO Implementation of UNSCR 1325: A European Approach to Women, Peace and Security?
WRIGHT, Katharine AM (University of Surrey)

Panel 077, Saturday, 09:00 – 10:45
Gustavianum, Room Minus
Panel 086, Saturday, 16:00 – 17:45
Gamelia Borreli, Floor 2, Room Bruzewitz

Still Men’s Parties? Gender and the (Radical) Right in Comparative Perspective

Chair: SPIERINGS, Niels (Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen)
Discussant: ERIKSSON, Silvia (Université catholique de Louvain)

Anti-Immigration Politics and Migrant Care Labour in the Northern League (Italy)
SCHRINZI, Francesca (University of Glasgow)
Female Charismatic Leaders for “Männerparteien”? A Comparative Case Study of Populist Rightwing Party Leaders Pia Kjærsgaard, Marine Le Pen and Siv Jensen
MERET, Susi (Aalborg Universitet)
SIM, Birte (Aalborg Universitet)

Gendering the P in PRR: Explaining the Persistent Sex Gap in Voting Populist Radical Right
SPIERINGS, Niels (Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen)
ZASLOVE, Andrej (Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen)

Taking the Folkhem Back: Welfare Chauvinism in Sweden from an Intersectional Perspective
NOROCEL, Ov Cristian (University of Helsinki)

Women and the Right: Gender Representation in the Executive in South-Eastern Europe
RASHKOVA, Ekaterina (University of Innsbruck)
ZANKINA, Emilia (American University in Bulgaria)

Panel 097, Thursday, 13:00 – 14:45
Gamelia Borreli, Floor 2, Room Bruzewitz

The Tricky Issues?: Prostitution, Abortion, Same-Sex Families and the EU

Chair: MACRAE, Heather (York University)
Discussant: SAUER, Birgit (University of Vienna)

European Values? Populist Anti-Immigration Parties, Abortion and Prostitution
ASKOLA, Hei (Monash University)

Exploring the EU Concept of Worker: Are Sex Workers in Decriminalised or Regulated Legal Environment Just Normal Workers?
MASSELOT, Annick (University of Canterbury, NZ)

Regulating Prostitution and Same-Sex Partnership Rights in Europe: Who are the Agents of Societal Minorities?
PREDEL, Caroline
[Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München]
EUCHNER, Eva-Maria
[Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München]

The Gender Dimension of Minority Religious Incorporation
CIOREI, Kina (Universität Bern)
BARRELL, Lia (Universität Bern)

The Regulation of Pornographic Material in Europe: Political Empowerment of Women as an Effective Barrier to Pornography Liberalisation?
PERSON, Christian (Universität Konstanz)
KNILL, Christoph
[Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München]

Section 7
Political Economy of Welfare and Labour

Section Chair
ZOLLINGER, Christine (University of Zurich)

Section Co-Chair
ANNESELY, Claire (University of Sussex)

Panel 010, Thursday, 15:00 – 16:45
Gamelia Borreli, Room 475

Economic Growth, Austerity and Crisis: The Impact on Gender Equality

Chair: JAVORNIK, Jana (University of Leeds)
Discussant: O’HAGAN, Angela (Glasgow Caledonian University)

Childcare Discourse and Women’s Work in a Modern Capitalist Welfare State: What has Austerity got to do with it?
AZONG, Jecynta (University of Stirling)

Neoliberal Motherhood: Care and Work in Japanese Welfare State
MURA, Mari (Sophia University)

Redefining Welfare in Scotland – With or Without Women?
O’HAGAN, Angela (Glasgow Caledonian University)

Panel 027, Saturday, 11:00 – 12:45
Gamelia Borreli, Room 475

Gender, Migration and the Work of Care

Chair: MAHON, Rianne (Balsille School of International Affairs, Wilfrid Laurier University)
Discussant: MIURA, Mari (Sophia University)

Care, Migration, Gender: For the OECD, Pieces of an Uncompleted Puzzle
MAHON, Rianne
[Balsille School of International Affairs, Wilfrid Laurier University]

Gender, Care and Migration in Argentina: At the Crossroads of Rights and Social Inequalities
FAUR, Eleonore
[Instituto de Desarrollo Económico y Social]

Health Care Professionals or Low-Skilled Domestic Workers? Negotiating Care Work Migration to Japan
MILLY, Deborah
[Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University]

Panel 035, Friday, 11:00 – 12:45
Gamelia Borreli, Room 475

Transforming Welfare Regimes: New Approaches and Paradigms

Chair: PRATA, Ana (California State University Northridge)
Discussant: AUTH, Diana
[Justus-Liebig University of Gießen]
### Panel 058, Friday, 16:45 – 18:30
**Gamla torget, Room 475**

**Markets and Female Labour Force Participation in Comparative Perspective**

**Chair** MARTINEK, Hanne (Uppsala Universitet)

**Discussant** SAXONBERG, Steven (Charles University in Prague)

- Flexible Labor Markets, Flexible Families?
- The Interaction of Labor Market and Welfare State, and its Gendered Outcome
- TUNBERGER, Perrnilla (Uppsala Universitet)

- Is Neoliberalism all there is to the Baltics? The Curious Case of Statism and High Female Labour Force Participation in the European Periphery
- AVLIAS, Sornja (LSE)

- Minimum Wage – An Instrument to Improve Gender Equality?
- SCHEELE, Alexandra (University of Bielefeld)

- Old Profession, New Economies
- KOCK, Ida (Umeå University)

- PERSSON STRÖMBÄCK, Karin (University of Gothenburg)

### Panel 101, Saturday, 09:00 – 10:45
**Gamla torget, Room 475**

**Work-Family Policies across Regimes and Regions: Insights from East-Central and Southern Europe and South America**

**Chair** BLOFIELD, Merike (University of Miami)

**Co-Chair and Discussant** MAHKON, Rianne (Bartolli School of International Affairs, Wilfrid Laurier University)

- Post-2008 Developments in Slovenian Family Policy
- JAVORNIK, Jana (University of Ljubljana)

- The Welfare State and Gender Equality: Work-Family Reconciliation Policies in Southern Europe
- COSTA, Edna (Universidade Nova de Lisboa)

- Work, Family and Equity: Understanding Policy Variation on Care Services and Parental Leave in South America
- BLOFIELD, Merike (University of Miami)

---

### Section 8

**International Governance, Conflict, and Development**

**Section Chair**

DE JONG, Sara (University of Vienna)

**Section Co-Chair**

ERIKSON BAAZ, Maria (The Nordic Africa Institute in Uppsala)

---

**Panel 004, Friday, 14:15 – 16:00**

**University Building, Room XI**

**Challenges of Post-Conflict Reconstruction and Peace-Building**

**Chair** OLIVIUS, Elisabeth (Umeå University)

**Discussant** HÖGLUND, Kristine (Uppsala Universitet)

**Dialogic Peacekeeping in Afghanistan – A Scandinavian Perspective**

**Bergman Rosamond, Annika (Lunds Universitet)**

**Kronsell, Annica (Lunds Universitet)**

**Gender and Transitional Justice: Girl Soldiers, Agency and Accountability**

**Steinl, Leonie (Hamburg Universitet)**

**Multi-Level Factors and Gender-Inclusive Peace Agreements, 1975 – 2011**

**Anderson, Miriam (Ryerson University)**

**Swiss, Liam (Memorial University of Newfoundland)**

**Power, Plurality and Public Space in Gendered Peace Processes: Reading Hannah Arendt in Bosnia-Herzegovina and Iraq**

**Mannergren Selemovic, Johanna (Swedish Institute of International Affairs)**

---

**Panel 005, Saturday, 09:00 – 10:45**

**University Building, Room II**

**Conflict and Disaster as an Opportunity for Transformation?**

**Chair** WIBBEN, Annick TR (University of San Francisco)

**Discussant** Mannergren Selemovic, Johanna (Swedish Institute of International Affairs)

**Challenges and Opportunities in Researching Lethal Violence Against Women: The Global Burden of Armed Violence Dataset**

**Racovita, Mihaela (Graduate Institute, Geneva)**

**Pavesi, Irene (Graduate Institute, Geneva)**

**Carapic, Jovana (Graduate Institute, Geneva)**

**Gender and the Pursuit of Justice in Sri Lanka: Testimonies of Peace and Conflict**

**Höglund, Kristine (Uppsala Universitet)**

**Gender, Development and In)Securities in Rwanda**

**Hjolund Madsen, Diana (Aalborg Universität)**

---

**Panel 006, Thursday, 13:00 – 14:45**

**University Building, Room XI**

**Critical Friends and De(con)structive Critics: How Should Feminist Academics Engage with Institutions?**

**Chair** Mahon, Rianne (Bartolli School of International Affairs, Wilfrid Laurier University)

**Discussant** Roggebond, Conny (University of Amsterdam)

**CEDAW and Global Feminism – Good Reasons for a Sober Friendship**

**Zwingel, Susanne (Florida International University)**

**Critical Friends and De(con)structive Critics: Dilemmas of Feminist Engagement with Global Governance and Gender Reform Agendas**

**ChappeL, Louise (University of New South Wales)**

**Mackay, Fiona (University of Edinburgh)**

**Engaging with Militaries: Strategies, Sanctions and Implications**

**Bastick, Megan (ICAF)**

**Duncanson, Claire (University of Edinburgh)**
Section 9

Political Theory

Section Chair
LOEFFLER, Marion (University of Vienna)

Section Co-Chair
HOPPANIA, Hanna-Kaira (University of Helsinki)

Panel 016, Friday, 11:00 – 12:45
Gama Torget, Room 476

Feminist Analysis and Governmentality: Synergies and Tensions
Chair RÖNNBLOM, Malin (Karlstad University)
Co-Chair TEGHSDONIAN, Kathy (University of Victoria)
Discussant KANTOLA, Johanna (University of Helsinki)

Affective Governmentality – A Feminist Perspective
SAUER, Birgit (University of Vienna)

Dialogue or Disconnect? Feminist Analysis, Governmentality and Critical Policy Studies
RÖNNBLOM, Malin (Karlstad University)
TEGHSDONIAN, Kathy (University of Victoria)

Governmentality Hand in Hand with Feminist Analysis? The State and Gendered Governance in Care
DAHL, Hanne Marlene (University of Roskilde)

Situating Agency in the Context of the Post-Political City
Hudson, Christine (Umeå University)

The Concept of Emancipation and its Limits
KOBOVÁ, Lubica (Charles University in Prague)

Panel 055, Saturday, 11:00 – 12:45
University Building, Room XI

Law and Governance in Conflict and Development
Chair and Discussant REILLY, Niámh (National University of Ireland, Galway)

Challenging Identity Hierarchies: Gender and Consociationalism
THOMSON, Jennifer (Queen Mary, University of London)

KENNEDY, Ronan (University College Dublin)

PIERSON, Claire (Ulster University)

International Governance and Abortion Rights: The Case of Northern Ireland
THOMSON, Jennifer (Queen Mary, University of London)

Feminising Diplomacy
TOWNS, Ann (University of Gothenburg)

Gender, Heroism and Women in the Ukraine Crisis
MATHERS, Jenny (Aberystwyth University)

Feminising Diplomacy
MÄRKL, Susanna (Osnabrück University)

Gender and Consociationalism
TEGHSDONIAN, Kathy (University of Victoria)

Chair EKVALL, Åsa (University of Antwerp)

Discussant HURLEY, Matthew (Oxford Brooks University)

Care, Control, Emancipation: The Politics of Gender Equality in Refugee Camps
OLIVIUS, Elisabeth (Örebro University)

Feminism in Conflict: Explaining the Dominance of Conflict Related Sexual Violence in the UN Women, Peace and Security Agenda
REILLY, Niámh (National University of Ireland, Galway)

Feminist Ethics and War: Conceptualising Care in Post-9/11 Counterinsurgency
TERRY, Jillian (LSE)

Moving UNSCR 1325 from Rhetoric to Reality: Women Agency and the National Action Plans of Bosnia-Herzegovina and Rwanda
MANNERGREN SELIMOVIC, Johanna (Swedish Institute of International Affairs)

BJORKDAHL, Annika (Lunds Universitet)

Panel 021, Friday, 14:15 – 16:00
Gama Torget, Room 476

Gender and the State in Contemporary India
Chair KAMRA, Lipika (University of Oxford, Department of International Development)

Discussants DE JONG, Sara (University of Vienna)
ERIKSSONBAAZ, Maria (The Nordic Africa Institute in Uppsala, Sweden)

Gender, State-Making and Counterinsurgency in Rural Eastern India
KAMRA, Lipika (University of Oxford)

Subject-Making through Female Sterilisation in North India
LUKSJAITE, Eva (Brunel University London)

Women as Activists and Mobilising Symbols in a Popular Anti-Land Acquisition Movement in West Bengal
NIELSEN, Kenneth Bo (Universitetet i Bergen)

Women in the Maoist War in India: Two Sides of the Spectrum
SINGH, Priyabha (Willy Brandt School of Public Policy, Universität Erfurt)

Panel 036, Friday, 16:45 – 18:30
University Building, Room XI

Understanding Conflict and Development with Concepts, Narratives and Discourses
Chair EKVALL, Åsa (University of Antwerp)

Discussant HURLEY, Matthew (Oxford Brooks University)

Care, Control, Emancipation: The Politics of Gender Equality in Refugee Camps
OLIVIUS, Elisabeth (Örebro University)

Feminism in Conflict: Explaining the Dominance of Conflict Related Sexual Violence in the UN Women, Peace and Security Agenda
REILLY, Niámh (National University of Ireland, Galway)

Feminist Ethics and War: Conceptualising Care in Post-9/11 Counterinsurgency
TERRY, Jillian (LSE)

Moving UNSCR 1325 from Rhetoric to Reality: Women Agency and the National Action Plans of Bosnia-Herzegovina and Rwanda
MANNERGREN SELIMOVIC, Johanna (Swedish Institute of International Affairs)

BJORKDAHL, Annika (Lunds Universitet)

Panel 050, Saturday, 09:00 – 10:45
University Building, Room XI

International Governance, Conflict and the Politics of (Re)presentation
Chair BONJOUR, Saskia (University of Amsterdam)

Discussant BERGMANROSAMOND, Annika (Lunds Universitet)

Feminising Diplomacy
TOWNS, Ann (University of Gothenburg)

Gender, Heroism and Women in the Ukraine Crisis
MATHERS, Jenny (Aberystwyth University)

Feminising Diplomacy
MÄRKL, Susanna (Osnabrück University)

Gender and Consociationalism
TEGHSDONIAN, Kathy (University of Victoria)

Chair EKVALL, Åsa (University of Antwerp)

Discussant HURLEY, Matthew (Oxford Brooks University)

Care, Control, Emancipation: The Politics of Gender Equality in Refugee Camps
OLIVIUS, Elisabeth (Örebro University)

Feminism in Conflict: Explaining the Dominance of Conflict Related Sexual Violence in the UN Women, Peace and Security Agenda
REILLY, Niámh (National University of Ireland, Galway)

Feminist Ethics and War: Conceptualising Care in Post-9/11 Counterinsurgency
TERRY, Jillian (LSE)

Moving UNSCR 1325 from Rhetoric to Reality: Women Agency and the National Action Plans of Bosnia-Herzegovina and Rwanda
MANNERGREN SELIMOVIC, Johanna (Swedish Institute of International Affairs)

BJORKDAHL, Annika (Lunds Universitet)

Panel 018, Friday, 11:00 – 12:45
University Building, Room IV

Framings of Women, Violence and War
Chair WRIGHT, Katharine AM (University of Surrey)

Discussant SICARD, Aurelie (Dublin City University)

A Content Analysis of UK and French Media Waging War against Women or against ISIS?
WIBBEN, Annick TR (University of San Francisco)

Feminist Frames of War: Women and/in Combat
THOMSON, Jennifer (Queen Mary, University of London)

PIERSON, Claire (Ulster University)

International Governance and Abortion Rights: The Case of Northern Ireland
THOMSON, Jennifer (Queen Mary, University of London)

Feminising Diplomacy
TOWNS, Ann (University of Gothenburg)

Gender, Heroism and Women in the Ukraine Crisis
MATHERS, Jenny (Aberystwyth University)

Feminising Diplomacy
MÄRKL, Susanna (Osnabrück University)

Gender and Consociationalism
TEGHSDONIAN, Kathy (University of Victoria)

Chair EKVALL, Åsa (University of Antwerp)

Discussant HURLEY, Matthew (Oxford Brooks University)

Care, Control, Emancipation: The Politics of Gender Equality in Refugee Camps
OLIVIUS, Elisabeth (Örebro University)

Feminism in Conflict: Explaining the Dominance of Conflict Related Sexual Violence in the UN Women, Peace and Security Agenda
REILLY, Niámh (National University of Ireland, Galway)

Feminist Ethics and War: Conceptualising Care in Post-9/11 Counterinsurgency
TERRY, Jillian (LSE)

Moving UNSCR 1325 from Rhetoric to Reality: Women Agency and the National Action Plans of Bosnia-Herzegovina and Rwanda
MANNERGREN SELIMOVIC, Johanna (Swedish Institute of International Affairs)

BJORKDAHL, Annika (Lunds Universitet)

Panel 021, Friday, 14:15 – 16:00
Gama Torget, Room 476

Gender and the State in Contemporary India
Chair KAMRA, Lipika (University of Oxford, Department of International Development)

Discussants DE JONG, Sara (University of Vienna)
ERIKSSONBAAZ, Maria (The Nordic Africa Institute in Uppsala, Sweden)

Gender, State-Making and Counterinsurgency in Rural Eastern India
KAMRA, Lipika (University of Oxford)

Subject-Making through Female Sterilisation in North India
LUKSJAITE, Eva (Brunel University London)

Women as Activists and Mobilising Symbols in a Popular Anti-Land Acquisition Movement in West Bengal
NIELSEN, Kenneth Bo (Universitetet i Bergen)

Women in the Maoist War in India: Two Sides of the Spectrum
SINGH, Priyabha (Willy Brandt School of Public Policy, Universität Erfurt)

Panel 036, Friday, 16:45 – 18:30
University Building, Room XI

Understanding Conflict and Development with Concepts, Narratives and Discourses
Chair EKVALL, Åsa (University of Antwerp)

Discussant HURLEY, Matthew (Oxford Brooks University)

Care, Control, Emancipation: The Politics of Gender Equality in Refugee Camps
OLIVIUS, Elisabeth (Örebro University)

Feminism in Conflict: Explaining the Dominance of Conflict Related Sexual Violence in the UN Women, Peace and Security Agenda
REILLY, Niámh (National University of Ireland, Galway)

Feminist Ethics and War: Conceptualising Care in Post-9/11 Counterinsurgency
TERRY, Jillian (LSE)

Moving UNSCR 1325 from Rhetoric to Reality: Women Agency and the National Action Plans of Bosnia-Herzegovina and Rwanda
MANNERGREN SELIMOVIC, Johanna (Swedish Institute of International Affairs)

BJORKDAHL, Annika (Lunds Universitet)
Section 10

Intersectionality, Citizenship and Multiculturalism

Section Chair
EMEJULU, Akwugo (University of Edinburgh)

Section Co-Chair
ERZEEL, Silvia (Université catholique de Louvain)

Panel 009, Friday, 11:00 – 12:45
University Building, Room X

Diversity, Intersectionality and the Politics of Presence

Chair: ERZEEL, Silvia
Discussants: SEVERS, Eline (Vrije Universiteit Brussels), PHILLIPS, Anne (The London School of Economics & Political Science)

Intersectional institutions: Representing Women and Ethnic Minorities in the UK Labour Party
KROOK, Mona Lena
(Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey)
NUGENT, Mary
(Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey)

Responses
PHILLIPS, Anne (LSE)

The Politics of Non-Presence
DOVI, Suzanne (University of Arizona)

Too much Presence?
Men’s Interests and Male Intersectionality
MURRAY, Rainbow (Queen Mary, University of London)

What Happened to Multiculturalism Without Culture?
SAHARSO, Sawitri (Universiteit Twente)

Panel 052, Thursday, 13:00 – 14:45
Gustavianum, Room Minus

Intersectionality, Austerity and Activism: Minority Groups and the Economic Crisis

Chair: EMEJULU, Akwugo (University of Edinburgh)
Discussant: WADIA, Kurshid (University of Warwick)

Migrant Mothers and Austerity: Living with Complexity
MORT, Lucy (Manchester Metropolitan University)

Minority Women Activists and Austerity: Three Challenges for Building Intersectional Solidarity
EMEJULU, Akwugo (University of Edinburgh)
BASSEL, Leah (University of Leicester)

The ‘Malala Effect’: Representational Intersectionality as Strategic Necessity in 21st-Century Global Activism
KENNEDY-MACFOY, Madeleine (Universiteit Leiden)

When Bad Things Happen to Privileged People
STROLOVITCH, Dara (Princeton University)

When is Fear for One’s Life Race-Gendered?
An Analysis of the Recent Immigration Court Expansion of Asylum Status
HANCOCK, Ange Marie
(University of Southern California)
SECTION 10

Panel 053, Friday, 16:45 – 18:30
University Building, Room IV
Intersectionality, Institutions, and Public Policy
Chair: ZIPEL, Kathrin (Northeastern University)
Discussant: LEPINARD, Eleonore (Université de Lausanne)
Addressing Double-Disadvantage: The Politics of Intersectionality in Germany
DAVIDSON-SCHMICH, Louise (University of Miami)
Dias Letzte Berufsverbot: Constructing Women’s Entrance into the Bundeswehr
XYDIAS, Christina (Clarkson University)
Expanding Gender Categories: Gaining Legal Recognition for Intersexuality
VON WAHL, Angelika (Jalafayette College)

Panel 060, Saturday, 09:00 – 10:45
Gamla torget, Floor 2, Room Brusewitz
Media, Democracy and Politics in a Perspective of Intersectionality
Chair: FIIG, Christina (Aarhus University)
Discussant: FREIDENWALL, Lenita (Stockholm University)
A Blind Angle? News Sources, Gender and Ethnicity in Danish TV News
FIIG, Christina (Aarhus University)
Gendering in Political Journalism in the Framework of Other ‘ings’: Russian and Swedish Journalists about Gender, Ethnicity and Sexual Identity as Politicians’ Characteristics and Political Categories
VORONOVA, Liudmila (Södertörn University)
Images Limited: Intersectionality during 20 years in the Swedish Media Buzz
ESTRÖM, Maria (University of Gothenburg)
JACOBSON, Maria (Journalistisk)
News Production, Gender and Power in the Group/Panel Media, Democracy and Politics in a Perspective of Intersectionality
ØVREBØ, Turid (Volda University College)
Race Place Shape: A Case Study of Contested Racialised Boundaries of Belonging, Embodiment and Gender in Swedish Alternative Media
HULTEN, Gunilla (Stockholm University)

Panel 069, Saturday, 11:00 – 12:45
University Building, Room I
Practising Citizenship at the Intersections
Chair: AKCHAR, Soumia (Vrije Universiteit Brussel)
Discussant: BONJOUR, Saskia (University of Amsterdam)
(Re)Occupying Marginal Space: Contemporary Perceptions and Practices of “Citizenship” among Palestinian Women Activists in Israel
ZINNGREBE, Kim (SOAS, University of London)
Discursive Shifts in the Making of French ‘Diversity Policy’: Towards an Intersectional Citizenship?
RÉJANE, Sénac (Sciences Po Paris)
FOREST, Maxime (Sciences Po Paris)
Intersections between Gender, Religion, Ethnicity and Nationality: Implications for Citizenship as Theory and Lived Practice
NTHAGEN, Line (Loughborough University)
HALSAA, Beatrice (Universitetet I Oslo)
Muslim Women, Community Organisations and Local Governance
WADIA, Khushseed (University of Warwick)

Panel 100, Saturday, 16:00 – 17:45
University Building, Room II
Women’s Rights, Intersectionality and Legal Praxis
Chair: KENNEDY-MACFOY, Madeleine (Universitetet I Oslo)
Discussant: XYDIAS, Christina (Clarkson University)
Intersectionality into Legal Praxis: The BS vs Spain Case
CRUELLS LÓPEZ, Marta (Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona)
LA BARBRA, MariaCaterina (Carlos III-Juan March Institute of Social Sciences)
Musim Women’s Rights in the European Court of Human Rights
WALSHE, Denise (University of Virginia)
Same Treatment – Unequal Outcomes? An Intersectional Analysis of Equal Treatment in Swedish Health Care
BRODIN, Helene (Stockholm University)
MATSSON, Thi (Lunds Universitet)
The ‘Female Athlete’ as Political Identity: Intersectional US Politics of Sex, Gender, and Title IX in Comparative Perspective
SHARROW, Elizabeth (University of Massachusetts)

Section 11

LGBTQI Rights, Sexuality and Politics
Section Chairs
KUHAR, Roman (University of Ljubljana)

Section Co-Chair
PATTERNOTTE, David (Université libre de Bruxelles)

Panel 056, Thursday, 15:00 – 16:45
University Building, Room I
Legacies of State Socialism
Chair: FOREST, Maxime (Sciences Po Paris)
Discussant: BLIC, Bojan (University of Amsterdam)
‘Russia Against the West’: Constructing Conflict between Traditional Values and LGBTQI Rights
KEULEN, Bente (Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen)
Europe <3 Gays LGBT Activism and Europeanisation in the Post-Yugoslav Space
BLIC, Bojan (University of Amsterdam)
STUBBS, Paul (The Institute of Economics, Zagreb)
Russian Occidentalism: Gayropa and Russia’s Traditional Values
MOSS, Kevin (Middlebury College)
Unnatural Filiation Cases under State Socialism: A Hungarian-Slovenian Comparative Social-Historical Approach
KUHAR, Roman (University of Ljubljana)
TAKACS, Judit (Hungarian Academy of Sciences)
TOTH, Tamás P (Hungarian Academy of Sciences)

Panel 061, Friday, 09:00 – 10:45
University Building, Room I
Mobilisation For and Against LGBTQI Rights
Chair and Discussant: MOSS, Kevin (Middlebury College)
From Contested Issue to Fashion Topic: How LGBTQI Entered EU’s Common, Foreign and Security Policy
MALMEDIE, Lydia (Universiteit Potsdam)
Italian LGBT Activism Confronts Some Political Inopportunity Structures
PREARO, Massimo (Università degli Studi di Verona)

Panel 065, Friday, 11:00 – 12:45
University Building, Room I
Political Science going Trans* / Trans* Studies Challenging Political Science
Chair: VAN DER ROS, Janneke (Lillehammer University College)
Co-Chair: MONRO, Surya (University of Huddersfield)
Discussant: PREARO, Massimo (Università degli Studi di Verona)

Panel 056, Thursday, 15:00 – 16:45
University Building, Room I
Legacies of State Socialism
Chair: FOREST, Maxime (Sciences Po Paris)
Discussant: BLIC, Bojan (University of Amsterdam)
‘Russia Against the West’: Constructing Conflict between Traditional Values and LGBTQI Rights
KEULEN, Bente (Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen)
Europe <3 Gays LGBT Activism and Europeanisation in the Post-Yugoslav Space
BLIC, Bojan (University of Amsterdam)
STUBBS, Paul (The Institute of Economics, Zagreb)
Russian Occidentalism: Gayropa and Russia’s Traditional Values
MOSS, Kevin (Middlebury College)
Unnatural Filiation Cases under State Socialism: A Hungarian-Slovenian Comparative Social-Historical Approach
KUHAR, Roman (University of Ljubljana)
TAKACS, Judit (Hungarian Academy of Sciences)
TOTH, Tamás P (Hungarian Academy of Sciences)

Panel 061, Friday, 09:00 – 10:45
University Building, Room I
Mobilisation For and Against LGBTQI Rights
Chair and Discussant: MOSS, Kevin (Middlebury College)
From Contested Issue to Fashion Topic: How LGBTQI Entered EU’s Common, Foreign and Security Policy
MALMEDIE, Lydia (Universiteit Potsdam)
Italian LGBT Activism Confronts Some Political Inopportunity Structures
PREARO, Massimo (Università degli Studi di Verona)
Negotiating ‘Queer’ in a Pan-European LGBTQ Network: A Case Study of IGLYO
UIBO, Rauli (Lunds Universitet)
Transnationalising Lesbian and Gay Activism: The Birth of the International (Lesbian and) Gay Association (IGA-ILGA)
PATTERNOTTE, David (Université libre de Bruxelles)

Panel 065, Friday, 11:00 – 12:45
University Building, Room I
Political Science going Trans* / Trans* Studies Challenging Political Science
Chair: VAN DER ROS, Janneke (Lillehammer University College)
Co-Chair: MONRO, Surya (University of Huddersfield)
Discussant: PREARO, Massimo (Università degli Studi di Verona)

Disciplining Transgender
MCDARD, Shaun (University of Huddersfield)
MONRO, Surya (University of Huddersfield)

Democratising Diagnoses: (Trans*)forming the DSM-5 and ICD-11
DAVY, Zowie (University of Lincoln)

Epistemologies, Methodologies and Ethics of Academic-Activist Knowledge Production
from Trans* Perspectives: Researching Trans* – being Researched as Trans*
SUSS, Amets (Andalusian School of Public Health)

Trans* Citizens Challenging Equality and University Claims of the Social Democratic Welfare State – The Case of Norway
VAN DER ROS, Janneke (Lillehammer University College)
Panel 066, Thursday, 13:00 – 14:45
University Building, Room I

Political Sexualities – Sexual Mobilisations in Conservative Movements

Chair AVANZA, Martina (Université de Lausanne)
Co-Chair LEPINARD, Eleonore (Université de Lausanne)
Discussant PATERNOTTE, David (Université libre de Bruxelles)

Save Ulster from Sodomy! Northern Ireland and Homosexuality after 1967
BRADY, Sean (Birkbeck, University of London)

Fathers’ Rights Groups: Promoting Heroic Heterosexuality
FILLOD CHABAUD, Aurélie (European University Institute)

Pro-Life Movements and Activists Dealing with Birth Control: Lessons from an Italian Fieldwork
AVANZA, Martina (Université de Lausanne)

The Strange Victory of a Defeated Movement: Social and Political Outcomes of the French Mobilisation Against Gay Marriages
BOLZONAR, Fabio (University of Cambridge)

Panel 072, Friday, 14:15 – 16:00
University Building, Room I

Rainbow Policies

Chair VERLOO, Mieke (Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen)
Discussant DIEZ, Jordi (University of Guelph)

Declining Homophobia, ‘Softening’ Masculinity and Liberalism in the UK: Evaluating the Evidence
DE BOISE, Sam (University of Örebro)
CONWAY, Daniel (The Open University)

Policy, Public Opinion and Artful Queerings of Reproduction
OVNAT-TAMIR, Hannah (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)

Queer/ing Development?!
Contesting the Subversive Potentials of LGBTQ-inclusive Development Agendas from a Post-/Decolonial Perspective
KLAPEER, Christine (University of Vienna)

Sex Trafficking of Men: An Overlooked Topic
EHM, Veronika (University of Vienna)
MUELLER, Sandra (Independent researcher)

Panel 070, Friday, 16:45 – 18:30
University Building, Room I

Producing Sex, Producing Gender

Chair PATERNOTTE, David (Université Libre de Bruxelles)
Discussant DAVY, Zowie (University of Lincoln)

Non-Violent Power of Collectivities: Voices from Tahrir and Gezi
BILGIC, Ali (Bilkent University)

Normalisation: A Key Dimension in Legitimising Sexual Policies
KRAML, Barbara (University of Vienna)

Trans Equality Policies in Europe: Findings from the FRA EU LGBT Study
MOTMANS, Joz (Ghent University)

Transgender Healthcare in Post-Socialist Central and Eastern Europe
TAKACS, Judit (Hungarian Academy of Sciences)

Panel 092, Friday, 11:00 – 12:45
University Building, Room II

The Legalisation of Same-Sex Marriage: Between Globalisation and Path Dependency

Chair RÉJANE, Sénac (Sciences Po Paris)
Co-Chair TREMBLAY, Manon (University of Ottawa)
Discussant KUHAR, Roman (University of Ljubljana)

Australia: A Case ‘Against Type’?
WINTER, Bronwyn (University of Sydney)

Europeanising and Nationalising the Issue of Same-Sex Couples in CEE
FOREST, Maxime (Sciences Po Paris)

Same-Sex Marriage in Canada: Assessing the Representational Role of Out Lesbian and Gay MPs
TREMBLAY, Manon (University of Ottawa)

The Republic brought to the Test of Sexual Democracy: The Contention over Same-Sex Marriage Recognition in France
RÉJANE, Sénac (Sciences Po Paris)
## Panels by Session time

### Panel Session 1, 13:00 – 14:45, Thursday 11 June

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Panel</th>
<th>Panel Chair or Co-Chair</th>
<th>Panel title</th>
<th>Building, Room</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>P011</td>
<td>Andrea Krizsan</td>
<td>Emerging Activism: New Goals, Spaces, and Actors</td>
<td>Gamla torget, Svedelius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>P013</td>
<td>Joni Lovenduski</td>
<td>Explaining Gender Gaps</td>
<td>University Building, VIII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>P002</td>
<td>Fiona Buckley</td>
<td>Bringing Parties Back In: New Theoretical and Empirical Perspectives on Gender and Party Politics</td>
<td>University Building, IX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>P088</td>
<td>Emanuela Lombardo</td>
<td>Symbolic Representation: Methodological and Empirical Challenges</td>
<td>University Building, IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>P025</td>
<td>Mette Marie Stæhr Harder</td>
<td>Gender Mainstreaming: The Role of Specialised Parliamentary Bodies</td>
<td>University Building, X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>P044</td>
<td>Petra Debusscher</td>
<td>Gendering European External Relations</td>
<td>University Building, II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>P097</td>
<td>Heather MacRae</td>
<td>The Tricky Issues? Prostitution, Abortion, Same-Sex Families and the EU</td>
<td>Gamla torget, Brusewitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>P006</td>
<td>Rianne Mahon</td>
<td>Critical Friends and De(con)structive Critics: How Should Feminist Academics Engage with Institutions?</td>
<td>University Building, XI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>P052</td>
<td>Akwugo Emejulu</td>
<td>Intersectionality, Austerity and Activism: Minority Groups and the Economic Crisis</td>
<td>Gustavianum, Minus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>P066</td>
<td>Martina Avanza, Eleonore Lepinard</td>
<td>Political Sexualities – Sexual Mobilisations in Conservative Movements</td>
<td>University Building, I</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Panel Session 2, 15:00 – 16:45, Thursday 11 June

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Panel</th>
<th>Panel Chair or Co-Chair</th>
<th>Panel title</th>
<th>Building, Room</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>P014</td>
<td>Conny Roggeband</td>
<td>Explaining Variations in State Response Towards Gender-Based Violence</td>
<td>Gamla torget, Svedelius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>P008</td>
<td>Rosie Campbell</td>
<td>Deeds and Words: Gendering Politics after Joni Lovenduski</td>
<td>University Building, X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>P082</td>
<td>Susan Carroll</td>
<td>Political Participation: Barriers and Enablers</td>
<td>University Building, VIII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>P042</td>
<td>Leslie Schwindt-Bayer</td>
<td>Women’s Representation and Corruption</td>
<td>Gustavianum, Minus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>P043</td>
<td>Diana O’Brien</td>
<td>Women’s Representation and Gender Quotas: New Directions</td>
<td>University Building, IX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>P099</td>
<td>Eline Severs</td>
<td>The Good Representative 2.0</td>
<td>University Building, IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>P015</td>
<td>Hanna Muehlehoff</td>
<td>Exporting Gender (In)Equality</td>
<td>University Building, XI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>P017</td>
<td>Roberta Guerrina</td>
<td>Feminist European Union Studies</td>
<td>Gamla torget, Brusewitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>P010</td>
<td>Jana Javornik</td>
<td>Economic Growth, Austerity and Crisis: The Impact on Gender Equality</td>
<td>Gamla torget, 475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>P051</td>
<td>Catherine Eschle</td>
<td>Intersectionality and Social Movements</td>
<td>University Building, II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>P056</td>
<td>Maxime Forest</td>
<td>Legacies of State Socialism</td>
<td>University Building, I</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Panel Session 3, 09:00 – 10:45, Friday 12 June

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Panel</th>
<th>Panel Chair or Co-Chair</th>
<th>Panel title</th>
<th>Building, Room</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>P040</td>
<td>Ayse Dursun</td>
<td>Women’s Mobilisation in Turkey, Egypt and Libya: Changing Relations with the States and Discursive Positioning in the Last Decade</td>
<td>Gamla torget, Svedelius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>P037</td>
<td>Alice Evans</td>
<td>Women Candidates and Political Actors</td>
<td>University Building, VIII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>P019</td>
<td>Susan Franceschet</td>
<td>Gender and Political Leadership</td>
<td>University Building, X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>P020</td>
<td>Kristin Wylie</td>
<td>Gender and Political Parties in Comparative Perspective</td>
<td>University Building, IX</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Panel Session 5, 14:15 – 16:00, Friday 12 June

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Panel Chair or Co-Chair</th>
<th>Panel Title</th>
<th>Building, Room</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>P049</td>
<td>Interactions between States and Movements</td>
<td>Gyllenhielmska biblioteket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>P054</td>
<td>Intersectionality: Parting, Activism and Claims Making</td>
<td>Gyllenhielmska biblioteket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>P047</td>
<td>Women’s Leadership and Political Representation in Asia</td>
<td>University Building, VII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>P059</td>
<td>Media Representations of Gender</td>
<td>University Building, XI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>P046</td>
<td>Gendering Processes of Institutional Change</td>
<td>University Building, IX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>P094</td>
<td>The Nordic Model of Gender Equality: Opportunities and Limits</td>
<td>University Building, VII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>P081</td>
<td>New Techniques to Study Gender Policies and Politics</td>
<td>Gyllenhielmska biblioteket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>P035</td>
<td>Transforming Welfare Regimes: New Approaches and Paradigms</td>
<td>Gyllenhielmska biblioteket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>P018</td>
<td>Framings of Women, Violence and War</td>
<td>University Building, IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>P016</td>
<td>Feminist Analyses and Governmentality: Synergies and Tensions</td>
<td>Gyllenhielmska biblioteket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>P009</td>
<td>Diversity, Intersectionality and the Politics of Presence</td>
<td>University Building, X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>P066</td>
<td>Political Science going Trans* / Trans* Studies: Challenging Political Science</td>
<td>University Building, I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>P092</td>
<td>The Legalization of Same-sex Marriage: International and Path Dependency</td>
<td>University Building, II</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Panel Session 6, 14:15 – 16:00, Friday 12 June

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Panel Chair or Co-Chair</th>
<th>Panel Title</th>
<th>Building, Room</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>P057</td>
<td>Making Feminist Sense of Left-wing and Radical Politics in Contemporary Europe</td>
<td>Gyllenhielmska biblioteket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>P064</td>
<td>Participation and Violence</td>
<td>Gyllenhielmska biblioteket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>P028</td>
<td>Gender Quotas in East Central and South Eastern Europe</td>
<td>University Building, II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>P030</td>
<td>Women in Executives: New Frameworks and Approaches</td>
<td>University Building, II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>P029</td>
<td>Gender Regimes – Conceptualizations and Empirical Applications</td>
<td>University Building, X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>P095</td>
<td>The Politics of Feminist Knowledge Transfer: A Critical Reflection on Gender Training and Gender Expertise</td>
<td>University Building, IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>P089</td>
<td>The ‘Gender Gap’ in Statistical and Survey Research</td>
<td>Gyllenhielmska biblioteket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>P045</td>
<td>Gendering European Integration Theory</td>
<td>University Building, VII</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Panel Session 7, 09:00 – 10:45, Saturday 13 June

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Panel Chair or Co-Chair</th>
<th>Panel Title</th>
<th>Building, Room</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>P077</td>
<td>Social Movements’ Framing Violence Against Women</td>
<td>University Building, VIII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>P102</td>
<td>Feminism and Transgender Politics</td>
<td>University Building, IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>P032</td>
<td>Gender, Recruitment and Political Campaigns</td>
<td>University Building, IX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>P001</td>
<td>A Transitional Panel on Norm Diffusion</td>
<td>University Building, X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>P012</td>
<td>Equality and Policy Instruments</td>
<td>University Building, IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>P075</td>
<td>ROUNDTABLE Where is Feminist Political Science Going?</td>
<td>Gyllenhielmska biblioteket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>P073</td>
<td>Regulating Morality Policies in the European Union: The Influence of Gender-Related Explanations</td>
<td>Gyllenhielmska biblioteket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>P101</td>
<td>Work-Family Policies across Regions and Regions: Insights from East-Central and Southern Europe and South America</td>
<td>University Building, X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>P005</td>
<td>Conflict and Disaster as an Opportunity for Transformation?</td>
<td>University Building, II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>P050</td>
<td>International Governance, Conflict and the Politics of (Re)presentation</td>
<td>University Building, XI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>P078</td>
<td>Social Reproduction and the Politics of Demographic Change</td>
<td>University Building, IX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>P060</td>
<td>Media, Democracy and Politics in a Perspective of Intersectionality</td>
<td>University Building, VII</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Panel Session 8, 11:00 – 12:45, Saturday 13 June

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Panel</th>
<th>Panel Chair</th>
<th>Panel title</th>
<th>Building, Room</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>P091</td>
<td>Katrine Beauregard</td>
<td>The Gender Gap and Elections</td>
<td>University Building, VIII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>P033</td>
<td>Rainbow Murray</td>
<td>Gendered Rules, Parties and Norms? Cabinet Appointments in Comparative Perspective</td>
<td>University Building, IX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>P068</td>
<td>Malliga Och</td>
<td>Power and Representation at the Local Level</td>
<td>University Building, X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>P063</td>
<td>Renee Andersson</td>
<td>Neoliberalism and Feminist Politics</td>
<td>University Building, IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>P083</td>
<td>Michela Accerenzi</td>
<td>Research(er) Subjectivities: Hierarchies, Ethics and Reflexivity in Qualitative and Quantitative Research</td>
<td>Skytteanum, Gyllenhjelm-ska biblioteket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>P084</td>
<td>Gabriele Wilde</td>
<td>Social and Political Actors in EU Policy Innovation, Coordination and Adjudication</td>
<td>Gustavianum, Minus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>P027</td>
<td>Rianne Mahon</td>
<td>Gender Migration and the Work of Care</td>
<td>Gamla torget, 475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>P055</td>
<td>Niamh Reilly</td>
<td>Law and Governance in Conflict and Development</td>
<td>University Building, XI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>P079</td>
<td>Ruth Miller</td>
<td>Language and Democracy</td>
<td>Gamla torget, 476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>P069</td>
<td>Soumia Akachar</td>
<td>Practising Citizenship at the Intersections</td>
<td>University Building, I</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ROUNDTABLE, 14:15 – 15:45, Saturday 13 June

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chairs</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Building, Room</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Karen Celis, Johanna Kantola</td>
<td>Europe is Burning – and we are Talking about Intersectionality!</td>
<td>University Building, IX</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Panel Session 9, 16:00 – 17:45, Saturday 13 June

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Panel</th>
<th>Panel Chair</th>
<th>Panel title</th>
<th>Building, Room</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>P103</td>
<td>Alba Alonso</td>
<td>Gender, Mobilisation and Politics</td>
<td>University Building, VIII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>P038</td>
<td>Anna Mahoney</td>
<td>Women in American Politics</td>
<td>University Building, IX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>P087</td>
<td>Silvia Claveria</td>
<td>Symbolic Representation</td>
<td>University Building, X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>P067</td>
<td>Christine Scheidegger</td>
<td>Post-adoption Policies: Measuring, Implementing, and Evaluating Gender Equality Policies</td>
<td>Gustavianum, Minus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>P086</td>
<td>Niels Spierings</td>
<td>Still Men’s Parties? Gender and the [Radical] Right in Comparative Perspective</td>
<td>Gamla torget, Brusewitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>P098</td>
<td>Karin Bischof</td>
<td>Theorising Gender: State of the Art and New Directions</td>
<td>Gamla torget, 476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>P100</td>
<td>Madeleine Kennedy-Macfoy</td>
<td>Women’s Rights, Intersectionality and Legal Praxis</td>
<td>University Building, II</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Book exhibition

The publishers in the table below have kindly sponsored the 2015 ECPG, and their books are available to buy in the lobby and hallway of the main University building. ECPR Press is also selling books published by Barbara Budrich, Cambridge University Press, Columbia University Press, Hart Publishing, IB Tauris, Rowman & Littlefield, and the University of California Press. Do stop by to pick up some excellent bargains!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Palgrave Macmillan</td>
<td>The Palgrave Macmillan Politics portfolio includes a distinguished and wide-ranging academic list, bestselling textbooks and a journals programme dedicated to topical, cutting-edge articles in political and international studies. Palgrave is proud to co-publish the ECPR journal <em>European Political Science</em>. <a href="http://www.palgrave.com">www.palgrave.com</a> and <a href="http://www.palgrave-journals.com">www.palgrave-journals.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routledge</td>
<td>A leading publisher in European Politics, Political Science, International Relations and Strategic Studies, Routledge offers highly cited journal content and primary research; many journals ranked in the Social Sciences Citation Index®; and series such as Routledge Advances in European Politics, Routledge/UACES Contemporary European Studies, Studies in European Security and Strategy, and Routledge Studies on Government and the European Union. <a href="http://explore.tandfonline.com/pair">http://explore.tandfonline.com/pair</a> <a href="http://www.routledge.com/politics">www.routledge.com/politics</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Exhibition opening times**

- Thursday 11 June: 09:00 – 17:00
- Friday 12 June: 08:30 – 18:00
- Saturday 13 June: 08:30 – 12:00
Deeds and Words: Gendering Politics after Joni Lovenduski
Rosie Campbell & Sarah Childs (Eds)
What difference do feminist political scientists and politicians make to political institutions, policy processes and outcomes? Deeds and Words answers this question, covering gender and parties, elected institutions and the state; quotas and recruitment; public opinion, and women’s interests. Vignettes by politicians including Dame Anne Begg, Baroness Gould and the Rt Hon Theresa May add first-hand insight. A fitting tribute to the pioneering political scientist Joni Lovenduski.
ISBN 9781907301520
230pp, August 2014

Gender, Conservatism and Political Representation
Karen Celis & Sarah Childs (Eds)
Can Conservatives represent women? Descriptively, they do. Conservative women sit in many of the world’s parliaments; women have led conservative parties; and there are, and have been, female conservative Prime Ministers. But do these women really stand for women, act for women and re-gender representation? Contributors to this collection address head-on the puzzle of right-wing women who engage in gendered political representation, but do so in a conservative setting.
ISBN 9781907301711
330pp, November 2014

Gendering Politics, Feminising Political Science
Joni Lovenduski
Before the 1980s, women were written out of much of European political science, largely wilfully, on the grounds that they had no separate or different political life from men. Joni Lovenduski attempted to change the perception that women were political minors, providing evidence of their attitudes and participation, and rethinking the discipline to accommodate gender relations. This collection, which attempts to correct that bias, includes new essays that reflect on what has changed over the years.
ISBN 9781902059146
June 2015

Why Aren’t They There? The Political Representation of Women, Ethnic Groups and Issue Positions in Legislatures
Didier Ruedin
A groundbreaking cross-national examination of how the representation of women, ethnic groups, issue positions are interlinked. Didier Ruedin examines aspects unattainable in studies that focus on a single form of representation, resulting a comprehensive understanding of political representation, and important, policy-relevant insights for electoral engineering.
ISBN 9780955820397
198pp, March 2013

Gender and the Vote in Britain: Beyond the Gender Gap?
Rosie Campbell
The 2005 British general election saw unprecedented media interest in parties’ attempts to woo women voters, and there was much speculation about a fracturing relationship between women and Tony Blair. This analysis of British general elections 1992 – 2005 tests whether there were indeed gender differences in leadership evaluations, party of vote and political attitudes. Rosie Campbell examines interactions between sex, age, class, race, and education.
ISBN 9780954796693
198pp, December 2006

Representing Women? Female Legislators in West European Parliaments
Mercedes Mateo Diaz
What affects women’s presence in parliament? Does the number of women in parliament have an effect? And are women in parliament representing women? This book examines political representation in EU parliaments. Contrary to critical mass theory, which claims that a few representatives cannot have an impact on the political outcomes, Mateo Diaz’s research suggests that smaller groups can indeed influence legislative process.
ISBN 9780954796648
292pp, April 2005

Deeds and Words: Gendering Politics after Joni Lovenduski
Rosie Campbell & Sarah Childs (Eds)
What difference do feminist political scientists and politicians make to political institutions, policy processes and outcomes? Deeds and Words answers this question, covering gender and parties, elected institutions and the state; quotas and recruitment; public opinion, and women’s interests. Vignettes by politicians including Dame Anne Begg, Baroness Gould and the Rt Hon Theresa May add first-hand insight. A fitting tribute to the pioneering political scientist Joni Lovenduski.
ISBN 9781907301520
230pp, August 2014

Gender, Conservatism and Political Representation
Karen Celis & Sarah Childs (Eds)
Can Conservatives represent women? Descriptively, they do. Conservative women sit in many of the world’s parliaments; women have led conservative parties; and there are, and have been, female conservative Prime Ministers. But do these women really stand for women, act for women and re-gender representation? Contributors to this collection address head-on the puzzle of right-wing women who engage in gendered political representation, but do so in a conservative setting.
ISBN 9781907301711
330pp, November 2014

Gendering Politics, Feminising Political Science
Joni Lovenduski
Before the 1980s, women were written out of much of European political science, largely wilfully, on the grounds that they had no separate or different political life from men. Joni Lovenduski attempted to change the perception that women were political minors, providing evidence of their attitudes and participation, and rethinking the discipline to accommodate gender relations. This collection, which attempts to correct that bias, includes new essays that reflect on what has changed over the years.
ISBN 9781902059146
June 2015

Why Aren’t They There? The Political Representation of Women, Ethnic Groups and Issue Positions in Legislatures
Didier Ruedin
A groundbreaking cross-national examination of how the representation of women, ethnic groups, issue positions are interlinked. Didier Ruedin examines aspects unattainable in studies that focus on a single form of representation, resulting a comprehensive understanding of political representation, and important, policy-relevant insights for electoral engineering.
ISBN 9780955820397
198pp, March 2013

Gender and the Vote in Britain: Beyond the Gender Gap?
Rosie Campbell
The 2005 British general election saw unprecedented media interest in parties’ attempts to woo women voters, and there was much speculation about a fracturing relationship between women and Tony Blair. This analysis of British general elections 1992 – 2005 tests whether there were indeed gender differences in leadership evaluations, party of vote and political attitudes. Rosie Campbell examines interactions between sex, age, class, race, and education.
ISBN 9780954796693
198pp, December 2006

Representing Women? Female Legislators in West European Parliaments
Mercedes Mateo Diaz
What affects women’s presence in parliament? Does the number of women in parliament have an effect? And are women in parliament representing women? This book examines political representation in EU parliaments. Contrary to critical mass theory, which claims that a few representatives cannot have an impact on the political outcomes, Mateo Diaz’s research suggests that smaller groups can indeed influence legislative process.
ISBN 9780954796648
292pp, April 2005

Would you like great deals on all these and other great ECPR Press titles...?
...visit us at the ECPR stand to find many favourites up to 50% off!
Gender and Comparative Politics

Series Editors:
Karen Cels, Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Belgium
Isabelle Engeli, University of Ottawa, Canada
http://www.routledge.com/books/series/GCP/

Philip Ayoub (Drexel University), Andrea Krizsan (Central Europe University), Emanuela Lombardo (Universidad Complutense de Madrid), Sabine Lang (University of Washington), Joni Lovenduski (Birkbeck College, University of London), Amy Mazur (Washington State University), Joyce Outshoorn (University of Leiden), Mieke Verloo (Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen).

The comparative research conducted in the field of gender and politics today is more than ever resulting in innovative theory building, applying novel research designs and engaging with mainstream political science. Gender & Politics has moved from the margins of political science to the center. Given the highly critical and activist roots of the gender and politics scholarship, it quasi naturally embraces intersectionality. The Routledge Gender and Comparative Politics Book Series aims to reflect this rich, critical and broad scholarship covering the main political science sub-disciplines with, for instance, gender focused research on political economy, civil society, citizenship, political participation and representation, governance and policy making.

To reflect the diversity in the field, the Book Series welcomes book proposals such as:
1. Research monographs that capture outstanding scholar contributions
2. Reference handbooks and companions for the research community as well as tailored-made textbooks for undergraduates and graduates students
3. Edited volumes which gather the growing participation in research networks and research-focused activities
4. Research Methods contributions in Comparative Gender Politics that will attract faculty, scholars and students alike.

CALL FOR PROPOSALS
We welcome proposals for this series! If you are interested in submitting a proposal
please contact:
Natalja.Mortensen@taylorandfrancis.com

Politics, Groups, and Identities

Politics, Groups, and Identities is an official journal of the Western Political Science Association.

It presents the best scholarship on social groups, exploring the politics of gender, race, ethnicity, religion, sexuality, class and other dimensions of identity and structural disadvantage. The journal publishes work across all subfields of political science, as well as the social sciences and humanities more generally. The journal publishes research on any country or region of the world, including work that is global or international in scope as well as work that is national or local, or examines connections between these levels.

Politics, Groups, and Identities:
- Welcomes qualitative and quantitative research
- Encourages the submission of theory pieces
- Offers quick turnaround time on manuscripts
- Invites you to suggest research symposia, review essays, and special issues

Authors can submit their paper to PGI by visiting bit.ly/SubmitToPGI
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